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Abstract

Abstract
The reaction of N,O-donor ligands hippuric acid and N-phenylanthranilic acid
with [PtCl2(COD)] (COD = 1,5-cyclooctadiene) in dichloromethane and in the
presence of silver(I) oxide yields the complexes [Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(COD)]
and [Pt{OC(O)(C6H4)N(Ph)}(COD)]. Several ligand-substitution reactions were
performed using complex [Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(COD)] and a variety of
phosphines,

to

produce

[Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(PPh3)2].1.5.CH2Cl2,

[Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(dppe)] [dppe = 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane],
[Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(PTA)2] (PTA = 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane)
and

[Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(dppf)]

[1,1’-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene].

The X-ray crystal structure of [Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(COD)] was obtained
which showed the hippurate ligand coordinated to platinum via the nitrogen and
oxygen atoms. Attempts were made to synthesise two N,O-coordinated gold(III)
complexes, however characterisation showed the resulting products to be a
mixture of compounds.

All new complexes were characterised by elemental analysis, melting point,
electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) and infra-red (IR) spectroscopy. In particular, a range of various 1D (1H,
13

C, 31P, DEPT and selective NOESY) and 2D (COSY, NOESY, HSQC, HMBC

and H2BC) NMR experiments were used to provide full spectral assignment of
each complex.
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Platinum Compounds Containing N,O-Donor Ligands
There has been much interest in platinum(II) compounds as anti-cancer agents
following the discovery - and subsequent use of - cis-platin, cis-[PtCl2(NH3)2], as
a powerful anti-tumour drug by Rosenberg et al.[1] While a great deal of attention
has been placed on platinum(II) complexes containing amino acids, less
compounds of this type containing bidentate, dianionic N,O-donor ligands
(typically substituted amino acids) have been reported. In these complexes both
the nitrogen and oxygen become deprotonated and bond to the platinum(II) centre,
forming a metallacycle ring in the process. This thesis investigates two such N,Odonor ligands, the first being hippuric acid 1 which coordinates to platinum(II) to
form complexes of the type 2 (Figure 1.1). The reaction of 2 with phosphine
ligands produces complexes of the type 3 (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: The reaction of hippuric acid with the Pt(II) complex Pt2Cl2 affords
complexes of the type 2. Further reaction with phosphine ligands gives complexes of
the type 3.

1
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The second N,O-donor ligand being examined in this thesis is N-phenylanthranilic
acid 4, and its coordination to platinum(II) produces complexes of the type 5
outlined in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Reaction of the N,O-donor ligand N-phenylanthranilic acid 4 with the
platinum(II) complex Pt2Cl2 affords complexes of the type 5.

The purpose of the remainder of this introduction is to review the relevant
literature of compounds – and the N,O-donor ligands which coordinate to
platinum to form such compounds – which are similar to complexes of the type 2,
3 and 5.

1.1.1

Platinum Complexes with Bidentate N,O-Ligands Forming a 5membered Ring, and Pt-C Bonds

Complexes similar to type 2 (but without the phenyl group) may be synthesised
by reacting PtCl2L2 (where L = a ligand in which carbon binds Pt) with N,Odonor ligands. The first published example of such platinum complexes was in
1976 .[2] Nance & Frye reacted the dipeptides L-val-L-val, L-leu-L-val and L-val-Lleu (where val = valine, leu = leucine, both amino acids) with Zeise’s salt,
K[Pt(C2H4)Cl3], to form the tetradentate complexes 6, 7 and 8. The nitrogen and

2
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oxygen groups of each dipeptide acted as bis(bidentate) ligands to achieve
coordination. IR spectroscopy was used for characterisation, and the crystal
structure for 6 was obtained, confirming tetradentate coordination.[2]

In 1992, Kemmitt et al. published two similar bidentate platinum complexes
containing Pt-N, Pt-O and Pt-C bonds, [Pt{N(COMe)CH2C(O)O}(COD)] 9 and
[Pt{N(COMe)CH(CH2Ph)C(O)O}(COD)] 10.[3] These both contain the COD
ligand, which has also been used to synthesise two novel platinum complexes in
this thesis. However, complexes 9 and 10 do not appear to have been
characterised by X-ray crystallography as their crystal structures cannot be located
in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD, Version 1.15). N-Acetylglycine 11
and N-acetyl-L-phenylalanine 12 were reacted with [PtCl2(COD)] 13 to produce 9
and 10, respectively.[3] Interestingly, complex 9 was remade and patented by Fehn
in 2006 as a catalyst for crosslinking reactions to prepare silicone elastomers.[4]
[PtCl2(COD)] 13 is an important starting material in this thesis, as it has been
reacted with various N,O-donor ligands to produce other novel platinum
complexes containing the COD ligand.

3
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Several other examples of such complexes containing both N,O-donor ligands and
COD were published by Boyer et al. in 2009.[5] A number of platinum complexes
containing the N,O-donor precursor 14 have been synthesised and characterised,
several of them crystallographically.

Recently, Laurent et al. published the only other known example of a CODcontaining platinum complex with bidentate N,O-coordination, [(COD)Pt{OSi(OtBu)3}(N(SiMe3)] (complex 15).[6] This was designed to create silica-supported
4
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platinum nanoparticles, which have applications in the fields of medical imaging
[7]

, electronics [8] and as catalysts for various reactions.[9]

1.1.2

Platinum Complexes with Bidentate N,O-Ligands Containing an NSubstituted Acetyl Group Which Form a 5-Membered Ring, and Pt-P
Bonds

There are a great deal more platinum complexes containing Pt-P bonds compared
to platinum complexes containing N,O-ligands which form a 5-membered
metallacycle ring and Pt-C bonds. Complexes such as these are similar to the type
3. Several such complexes have been synthesised and characterised in this thesis.

5
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In 1991, Kemmitt et al. pioneered this research by publishing 13 of these types of
complex 16-28.[10] The group used the starting materials cis-[PtCl2L2] [where L =
PPh3, PMePh, PMe2Ph, PBzPh2 (Bz = benzyl); L2 = Ph2PCH2PPh2 (dppm),
Ph2P(CH2)2PPh2 (dppe), Ph2P(CH2)3PPh2 (dppm), Ph2P(CH2)4PPh2 (dppb)] and
the acids

α-acetamidocinammic acid

29 (to produce 16-23) and 2-

acetamidoacrylic acid 30 (to produce 24-28) and reacted these with silver(I) oxide
to form complexes 16-28. No X-ray crystal structures were obtained for any of
these complexes. Remarkably, the

31

P NMR spectra of complexes 25 and 26

indicate that upon reaction of cis-[PtCl2L2] (L = PMePh2 and PMe2Ph) and 2acetamidoacrylic acid with silver(I) oxide, originally complexes 25 and 26 are
formed, before being isolated later as only complexes 27 and 28, respectively.[10]
The driving force of this isomerisation is the formation of a strong Pt-C bond in
both complex 27 and 28.[11]

6
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The same research group published a further 35 complexes containing bidentate
dianionic N,O-ligands and phosphine moieties (31-65) in the following year,
which then inspired them to create an additional 6 complexes 66-71 using
substrates with acidic protons, in the same paper.[3] They succeeded in making all
complexes by once again reacting cis-[PtCl2L2] [L & L2 = the same phosphines
used to prepare complexes 23-28, as well as P(CH2Ph)Ph2, COD and (PPh3)2]
with 1 molar equivalent of various amino acid derivatives [N-acetylglycine 11 (to
produce 31-38), N-acetyl-DL-alanine 72 (to produce 39-45), N-acetyl-DLmethionine 73 (to produce 46-52), N-acetyl-L-phenylalanine 12 (to produce 5360), N-formylglycine 74 (to produce 61), N-trifluoroacetylglycine 75 (to produce
62), L-proline 76 (to produce 63-65), 2-acetamidophenol 77 (to produce 66),
pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid 78 (to produce 67) and oxamic acid 79 (to produce 6871)] using an excess of silver(I) oxide as a mediating reagent.[3]
The methods of Kemmitt et al. played a large role in this thesis, as similar
methods were employed in the production of ligand-substituted complexes during
this research.

7
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In 1998, Bauer et al. produced 3 heterobimetallic complexes containing Pt-P
bonds.[12] Using the same general method as Kemmitt et al., the N,O-donor
ligands 80-82 were reacted with 1 molar equivalent of (PPh3)2PtCl2 along with
excess silver(I) oxide to create complexes 83-85. Two diastereoisomers of 83 and
four isomers of 84 and 85 were seen in the 31P NMR spectra. None of these were
characterised by X-ray crystallography.[12] Complexes 83-85 differ from the other
complexes containing Pt-P bonds as they contain a piano-stool with an Fe metal
centre.

9
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More

recently,

Chaudhuri

et

al.

reacted

the

bis(triphenylphosphine)carbonatoplatinum(II) complex [Pt(CO3)(PPh3)2] 86 with
1 molar equivalent of several non-substituted (L-alanine 87,

DL-valine

88 and L-

leucine 89) and substituted amino acids (N-methylglycine 90, N-ethylglycine 91,
N-acetylglycine 11, N-phenylglycine 92) in methanol to produce various platinum
complexes containing N,O-donor ligands and phosphine groups 93-99.[13]

10
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The crystal structure of complex 96 was determined, which showed platinum in a
square planar configuration. Cytotoxicity studies against assorted human tumour
cell lines (from thyroid, ovarian, epithelial, breast and colon cancers) indicated
that complex 98 had the highest activity of the complexes listed, and induced
apoptosis (programmed cell-death of affected cells). Further studies on cell cycle
perturbation showed that complex 98 also induced cell death more rapidly than
cis-platin.[13]

1.1.3

Platinum Complexes with Bidentate N,O-Ligands Containing an NSubstituted Phenyl Ketone Group Which Form a 5-membered Ring

Of particular interest to this thesis are the syntheses of platinum complexes
containing dianionic N,O-donor ligands, with 5 atoms in the metallacycle, a ring
carbonyl, and an N-substituted benzoyl group 2. Complexes of this type are
formed by reacting PtCl2L2 with N,O-donor ligands (various substituted amino
acids). One such N,O-donor ligand is hippuric acid 1, which has been utilised to
produce several further novel bidentate platinum complexes in this thesis, as
discussed in Chapters 2-4.
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In 1997, Gong et al. reacted N-benzoyl-DL-α-valine 99 with Pt(bipy)Cl2 (bipy =
2,2-bipyridine) in a 1:2 ratio to produce complex 100.[14] The crystal structure of
this complex was not determined.

Several additional ring-substituted complexes were patented by Zeng in 2004.[15]
These benzisoselenazol ketone derivatives were shown to have anti-inflammatory,
anti-tumour and anti-thrombotic activity. Various substituted ebselen-glycine
derivatives were reacted with diaminocyclohexane platinum to produce
complexes 101-106. Zeng patented complex 101 again in 2009 as a continuation
of the 2004 patent.[16]
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In 2005, Gabano et al. reacted a novel estrogen-like ligand 107 with [(NH3)2PtI2]
to synthesise a new platinum complex 108.[17] The structural isomer of complex
108 (109) contains a dianionic N,O estrogenic ligand, and is formed very slowly,
with NMR showing a 6:1 ratio of 108:109. This slow conversion is due to steric
hindrance, and the fact that the amidic nitrogen in 109 is less favourable for
platinum coordination than the oxygen in 108.[17]
The majority of mammary tumours express estrogen receptors,[18] so in order to
target these cancers the estrogen-like moiety in complex 108 (or its structural
isomer, 109) may deliver the platinum fragment to target the cancerous cells only,
enabling the healthy cells to remain unaffected in chemotherapy. However, testing
determined that, while the complex maintained its biological activity, (particularly
against MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines), the estrogen-type
ligands in the compound caused proliferation of the entire molecule.[17]
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Zhang et al. reacted four amino acids (L-leucine 89, phenylalanine 110, L-valine
111 and L-tryptophan 112) with K2PtCl4 to produce a further twelve platinum
complexes 113-124, and these were patented in 2010 as precursors for the
preparation of anti-tumour drugs.[19] Interestingly, Zhang (along with a new group
of researchers) re-patented complexes 113, 114, 115 and 118 more recently in
2012.[20]
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1.1.4

Platinum Complexes with Bidentate N,O-Ligands Forming a 6membered Ring

An additional N,O-donor ligand which is investigated in this thesis is Nphenylanthranilic acid 4, which forms a 6-membered ring upon coordination to
platinum, producing complexes of the type below 5. N-Phenylanthranilic acid was
used to synthesise a new complex which is discussed in Chapter 4.
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A number of similar complexes (without the nitrogen-attached phenyl ring) have
been synthesised, dating back to the 1970s. In 1979 Sankhla et al. published
another such platinum complex 125, which was prepared by reacting platinum(II)
with o-(2-pyrrolylmethyleneimino)benzoic acid 126 and α-picoline.[21] Magnetic
moments, conductance and spectral data suggest that complex 125 has a square
planar geometry.

Later in 1980, Singh et al. prepared the octahedral platinum(IV) complex 127,
which was then characterised by electrical conductivity, electronic and IR spectra
and magnetic studies.[22]
16
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Further work was published by Pokhariyal in 1985, which included the divalent
platinum complex 128.[23] This was characterised by molecular conductivity,
magnetic, studies, electronic, IR and NMR (1H) spectroscopy as a square planar
platinum(II) complex.

In

1985

Gade

&

Puri

reacted

three

substituted

amino

acids

[2-

(acetylamino)benzoic acid 129, 2-(benzoylamino)benzoic acid 130 and 2-(2aminobenzoylamino)benzoic acid 131] with platinum(II) to produce three novel
divalent platinum complexes, 132, 133 and 134 respectively.[24] These were
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characterised by molar conductivity, thermal studies and electronic, IR and NMR
spectroscopy. The NH and NH2 groups in complexes 132, 133 and 134 are
expected to bond in a deprotonated form, however no access to the paper was
obtained to confirm this (only access to the chemical abstract was available),
hence whether 132, 133 and 134 are actually dianionic N,O-donor ligands may be
questionable.

The most recent complex of this type was published in 2011. Xie et al. reacted a
novel

triazene

ligand,

1-[(2-carboxymethyl)benzene]-3-[o-aminobenzoic
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acid]triazene 135 in a mixture of methanol and dichloromethane with Pt(PPh3)2Cl2
in the presence of triethylamine to form the divalent platinum complex 136.[25]
This was characterised by cyclic voltammetry, and

31

P NMR, electronic and IR

spectra. The X-ray crystal structure of 136 was also determined, which displayed
Pt-N and Pt-O bond distances comparable to similar platinum(II) complexes.[26]

1.2 Scope of Investigation
The aims of this thesis were to investigate the synthesis and characterisation of
two different dianionic N,O-donor ligand systems coordinated to primarily
platinum and gold metal centres, with ancillary phosphine ligands for some
complexes. The N,O-donor ligands examined in this thesis include hippuric acid 1
and N-phenylanthranilic acid 4. These were characterised by a number of different
techniques, including elemental analyses, melting point, ESI-MS, IR and NMR
spectroscopy.
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Chapter 2: Synthesis and Characterisation of Platinum
Hippurate Complexes
Note:
There are 2 sets of compound numbers; complexes 2a-2e discussed in chapters 24 are separate from compound 2 mentioned in the introduction.

2.1 Experimental
2.1.1

Synthesis of [Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(COD)] (2a)

Silver(I) oxide (611.1 mg, excess) was added to a mixture of [PtCl2(COD)] (201.2
mg, 0.538 mmol) and hippuric acid (96.7 mg, 0.540 mmol) in dichloromethane
(30 mL), and the mixture was refluxed for 3.5 h giving a brown suspension. After
cooling to room temperature the mixture was filtered through glass fibre filter
paper giving a pale purple solution. Petroleum spirits (60 mL) was added and the
mixture allowed to crystallise, giving pale purple crystals which were filtered off,
washed with petroleum spirits (~10 mL) and dried under vacuum overnight to
give 124.3 mg (48%) of 2a.
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mp = 157-168°C (decomp.)
Found: C, 42.5; H, 4.0; N, 2.9%. C17H19NPtO3 requires C, 42.5; H, 4.0; N, 2.9%.
IR: ʋ(C=O) = 1690 cm-1(vs) & 1604 cm-1(vs).
ESI-MS: (capillary exit voltage = 250 V) m/z 480.97 (50%, [M+H]+), calculated
m/z 481.11.
NMR: Refer to Figure 2.3 for the atom numbering scheme of 2a.
1

H δ 7.36-7.18 (m, 5H, H21-H26), 6.51 (s, 2H, H1/H2, 2JPt-H ~ 70.1 Hz), 5.43 (m,

2H, H5/H6, 2JPt-H ~ 56.7 Hz), 4.01 (s, 2H, H9a & H9b, 3JPt-H ~ 18.1 Hz), 2.77-2.23
(m, 8H, H3, H4, H7 & H8) ppm.
13

C-{1H} δ 184.4 (s, C10), 176.7 (s, C11, 2JPt-C ~ 31.7 Hz), 138.5 (s, C21, 3JPt-C ~

42.4 Hz), 128.6 (d, overlapping s + s, C23/C25 & C24), 125.5 (s, C22/C26), 98.5
[s, C5/C6(trans N), 1JPt-C = 140.2 Hz], 96.0 [s, C1/C2(trans O), 1JPt-C = 159.9 Hz], 56.9
[s, C9, 2JPt-C ~ 15.4 Hz], 32.4 [s, C3/C8], 28.2 [s, C4/C7] ppm.
13

C-1H (excluding aromatic region) δ 184.4 (t, C10, 1JC-H = 5.6 Hz), 176.7 (s,

C11), 138.6 (t, C21, 1JC-H = 6.8 Hz), 98.5 [d, C5/C6(trans N), 1JC-H = 164.8 Hz], 96.0
[d, C1/C2(trans O), 1JC-H = 165.5 Hz], 56.9 (t, C9, 1JC-H = 140.1 Hz), 32.4 (t, C3/C8,
1

JC-H = 130.5 Hz), 28.2 (t, C4/C7, 1JC-H = 131.8 Hz) ppm.

2.1.2

Synthesis of [Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(PPh3)2].1.5.CH2Cl2 (2b.1.5CH2Cl2)
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Complex 2b.1.5CH2Cl2 was prepared by a ligand substitution reaction.[27] A
mixture of triphenylphosphine (51.8 mg, 0.197 mmol) and 2a (46.5 mg, 0.097
mmol) was dissolved in dichloromethane (4 mL) and left for 5 min, then filtered
through a cotton-plugged glass Pasteur pipette and washed through with a further
0.5 mL dichloromethane to remove any silver impurities. Petroleum spirits (25
mL) was added to precipitate the white needle crystals on standing overnight.
Upon subsequent evaporation to 2/3 volume, further product formed which,
following removal of the supernatant, was washed with petroleum spirits (~2 mL)
and dried under vacuum for 3 hours to give 95.7 mg (97%) of 2b.1.5CH2Cl2.

mp = 174-178°C
Found: C, 54.3; H, 4.0; N, 1.4%. C45H37NPtO3P2.1.5CH2Cl2 requires C, 54.5; H,
4.0; N, 1.4%.
IR: ʋ(C=O) = 1647 cm-1(vs).
ESI-MS (added NaCl): (capillary exit voltage = 160 V) m/z 919.18 (100%,
[M+Na]+), calculated m/z for C45H37NPtO3P2.Na = 919.18.
NMR: 1H δ 7.81-6.75 (m, 35H, Ph), 5.32 (s, CH2Cl2), 4.16 (d, 2H, CH2, 3JPt-H ~
40.8 Hz) ppm.
31

P-{1H} δ 9.2 [d, PA(trans N), 1JPt-P = 3058 Hz, 2JP-P = 23.7 Hz], 4.8 [d, PB(trans O),

1

JPt-P = 4031 Hz, 2JP-P = 22.7 Hz] ppm.
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2.1.3

Synthesis of [Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(dppe)] (2c)

Complex 2c was prepared by a ligand substitution reaction,[27] following the same
procedure as for 2b, with a mixture of dppe (37.9 mg, 0.095 mmol) and 2a (44.4
mg, 0.092 mmol) in dichloromethane (4 mL) giving fluffy white crystals [41.1 mg
(57%)] of 2c.

mp = 276-278°C
Found: C, 54.7; H, 4.1; N, 1.8%. C35H31NPtO3P2 requires C, 54.6; H, 4.1; N, 1.8%.
IR: ʋ(C=O) = 1652 cm-1(vs).
ESI-MS (added NaCl): (capillary exit voltage = 160 V) m/z 793.13 (100%,
[M+Na]+), calculated m/z for C35H31NPtO3P2.Na = 793.13.
NMR: 1H δ 7.99-6.77 (m, 25H, Ph), 4.03 [d, 2H, CH2(metallacycle ring), 3JPt-H ~
18.3 Hz], 2.39-1.99 [m, 4H, CH2(dppe)] ppm.
31

P-{1H} δ 37.4 [d, PA(trans N), 1JPt-P = 3085 Hz, 2JP-P = 12.4 Hz], 28.1 [d, PB(trans O),

1

JPt-P = 3876 Hz, 2JP-P = 12.1 Hz] ppm.
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2.1.4

Synthesis of [Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(PTA)2] (2d)

Complex 2d was prepared by a ligand substitution reaction.[27] A mixture of PTA
(28.9 mg, 0.184 mmol) and 2a (45.7 mg, 0.095 mmol) was dissolved in
dichloromethane (4 mL) and left for 5 min. Fluffy white crystals started to form
immediately, and petroleum spirits (25 mL) was added to further precipitate this
overnight. Following removal of the supernatant, the product was washed with
petroleum spirits (~2 mL) and dried under vacuum for 3 hours to give 58.5 mg
(90%) of 2d.

mp = 250-265°C (decomp.)
Found: C, 35.9; H, 4.8; N, 13.7%. C21H21NPtO2 requires C, 36.7; H, 4.6; N,
14.3%.
IR: ʋ(C=O) = 1638 cm-1(vs).
ESI-MS (added NaCl): (capillary exit voltage = 160 V) m/z 709.10 (100%,
[M+Na]+), calculated m/z for C21H31N7PtO3P2.Na = 709.15.
NMR: 1H δ 7.35-7.27 (m, 5H, Ph), 5.28 (s, CH2Cl2), 4.58-4.27 [m, 24H,
CH2(PTA)], 4.07 (d, 2H, CH2(metallacycle ring), 3JPt-H = 19.0 Hz) ppm.
31

P-{1H} δ -67.0 [d, PA(trans N), 1JPt-P = 2800 Hz, 2JP-P = 22.0 Hz], -67.4 [d, PB(trans O),

1

JPt-P = 3484 Hz, 2JP-P = 21.7 Hz] ppm.
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2.1.5

Synthesis of [Pt{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(dppf)] (2e)

Complex 2e was prepared by a ligand substitution reaction,[27] using a similar
procedure to 2b. A mixture of dppf (55.0 mg, 0.099 mmol) and 2a (46.0 mg,
0.096 mmol) was used in the same process as 2b, however additional petroleum
spirits (10 mL) was added to further precipitate the product overnight. Reduction
of volume by 1/3 followed by addition of extra petroleum spirits (~1 mL) was
repeated once more and the yellow product, after removal of the supernatant, was
washed with petroleum spirits (~2 mL) and dried under vacuum for 3 hours to
give 69.5 mg (77%) of 2e.

mp = 204.5-210°C (decomp.)
Found: C, 55.8; H, 4.4; N, 1.4%. C43H35NPtO3FeP2 requires C, 55.7; H, 3.8; N,
1.5%.
IR: ʋ(C=O) = 1654 cm-1 (s).
ESI-MS (added NaCl): (capillary exit voltage = 160 V) m/z 949.10 [100%,
(M+Na)+], calculated m/z for C43H35NPtO3FeP2.Na = 949.10.
NMR: Refer to Figure 2.15 for the atom numbering scheme of 2e.
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1

H (CDCl3) δ 7.91-6.58 (m, 29H, Ph), 5.00 [br s, 2H, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 4.46

[s, 2H, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 4.18 [s, 2H, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 3.96 (d, 2H, H9a
& H9b, 3JPt-H ~ 20.1 Hz), 3.58 [d, 2H, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2] ppm.
1

H (DMSO) δ 7.90-6.50 (m, 29H, Ph), 5.09 [br s, 2H, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 4.60

[s, 2H, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 4.36 [s, 2H, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 3.75 (br s, 2H,
H9a & H9b, 3JPt-H ~ 50.7 Hz) ppm (fourth ferrocene CH signal not observed due
to solvent overlap).
31

P-{1H} (CDCl3) δ 9.44 [d, PA(trans N), 1JPt-P = 3131 Hz, 2JP-P = 22.2 Hz], 6.47 [d,

PB(trans O), 1JPt-P = 4102 Hz, 2JP-P = 22.6 Hz] ppm.
13

C-{1H} (DMSO) δ 182.1 (d, C10), 171.6 (s, C11), 138.4-127.2 (m, Ph), 76.8 [s,

ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 75.1 [d, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 74.8 [d, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2],
73.7 [d, ferrocene Fe(C5H4)2], 56.5 (s, C9, 2JPt-C = 47.2 Hz) ppm.

2.1.6

Crystal Structure of 2a

The product was dissolved in minimal dichloromethane, filtered through a glass
Pasteur pipette plugged with 0.5 cm cotton wool and 0.5 cm Filter Aid (medium)
and recrystallised by vapour diffusion with ether to produce cloudy cream blockshaped crystals of crystallographic quality, and crystallographic data was
collected on these.

Crystal Data:

C17H19NO3Pt, Mr = 480.42 g mol-1, monoclinic, space

group P21/n, a = 12.306(8), b = 9.411(6), c = 12.545(7)Å, β = 94.59(6), V =
1448.15(16)Å3, T = 173(2)K, Z = 4, Dc = 2.204 gcm-1, µ(Cu-Kα) = 18.237 mm-1,
F(000) 920; 27882 reflections collected with 4.8° < 2θ < 73.6°, 2917 unique (Rint
= 0.0481) used after correction for absorption (Tmax,min = 0.4075, 0.2002). Crystal
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dimensions = 0.13 x 0.10 x 0.06 mm. Refinement on F2o converged at R1 = 0.0207
[I > 2σ(I)] and wR2 = 0.0544, GoF = 1.128.

Details of the diffractometer used are given in Appendix I. The structure of 2a is
illustrated in Figures 2.21-2.24, and selected bond-lengths and angles are
summarised in Table 2.5.

2.2 Results & Discussion
2.2.1

Syntheses

The reaction of [PtCl2(COD)] with hippuric acid in the presence of silver(I) oxide
(Ag2O) in refluxing dichloromethane gives, in reasonable yield and purity, the
novel complex 2a (Figure 2.1), which is stable in both air and water (as expected,
since water is a by-product of this reaction). It crystallises as a white solid with a
slight purple tinge, due to slight contamination by colloidal silver metal.

The ligand substitution reaction of 2a with triphenylphosphine, dppe, PTA and
dppf gives, in high yield and reasonable purity, dianionic N,O-metallacyclated
platinum complexes with various phosphine ligands (2b-e, Figure 2.1). These
crystallise as white or yellow solids and also melt at high temperatures
(generally >170°C, with the PTA complex melting at >320°C).

The percentage compositions obtained in the elemental analyses of complexes 2a,
2c, 2d and 2e matched the calculated percentages within 1%; however that of
complex 2b did not match those required within experimental error limits. This
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inconsistency may have been due to co-crystallisation with an amount of
dichloromethane during crystallisation. Reasonable agreement between observed
and calculated values was obtained for 1.5 moles of CH2Cl2 per mole of 2b. The
presence of CH2Cl2 was confirmed in the proton NMR spectrum; integration
showed roughly 1:1.5 moles of 2b:CH2Cl2.

Figure 2.1: Synthesis of complex 2a and various subsequent ligand substitution
reactions to the resulting platino-hippurate complexes (2b-e).

All complexes were initially characterised by 1H NMR spectroscopy. This gave a
good indication as to whether or not the desired complex had been synthesised,
and whether it was pure enough to carry out full characterisation. All NMR
spectroscopy was recorded using CDCl3 as the solvent, unless otherwise stated in
the experimental section. The 1H NMR for complex 2e was recorded in both
CDCl3 and DMSO. This was because

13

C NMR for this complex needed to be

recorded in DMSO as the ferrocene CH signals appeared around the same region
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as the CDCl3 peak (~77 ppm), therefore the proton spectrum also needed to be
recorded in DMSO in order to obtain the correct correlations in the 2D spectra.
The proton spectrum was also recorded in CDCl3, since in DMSO the water peak
masked the fourth ferrocene CH signal.

The ligand-substituted complexes 2b-e were also characterised by

31

P NMR,

which is an equally rapid and convenient technique to gain information on
structure and purity of phosphorus-containing complexes. In particular, the 1JPt-P
coupling constants seen in the phosphorus NMR emphasised the trans-influence
differences of the nitrogen and oxygen donors of the dianionic ligand exerted on
the trans phosphorus atoms. Hence

31

P NMR made it simple to distinguish

between phosphines (one trans to N, the other to O) attached to the platinum
centre.

Complexes 2a and 2e were characterised by additional 2D NMR experiments as
the 1H and 13C alone spectra proved inconclusive. A more comprehensive analysis
of the NMR spectra obtained is discussed in section 2.2.

Each complex, with the exception of 2a, was also successfully characterised using
ESI-MS. The ESI mass spectrum of 2a showed a very weak [M+H]+ ion at m/z
481, despite several attempts with varied ionisation conditions and solvents (both
methanol and acetonitrile). It is not clear why this is the case, as the phosphinesubstituted complexes (2b-2e) and other similar complexes containing a COD
moiety show strong ions in ESI-MS results.[28]
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2.2.2

Silver(I) Oxide as a Mediating Agent

In the synthesis of 2a, silver(I) oxide was used to mediate the reaction. Ag2O is
well-recognised as a facilitating reagent for the formation of new platinum-carbon
bonds, with the first known example of this occurring in 1977.[29] Although
silver(I) oxide was originally used to form Pt-C bonds, a wide variety of other
platinum-ligand bonds have been prepared subsequently using this reagent.[3,28,30]
It acts as both a base (O2-) which removes acidic protons from electronwithdrawing groups on the organic ligand, and a halide abstractor (Ag+) which
abstracts the chloride ions from the PtCl2L2 starting complex as insoluble AgCl.[29]

Although silver(I) oxide is now widely established as a mediator for metallacyclic
reactions, it can result in the product having a slight purple tinge. This may be due
to colloidal silver, originating from decomposition of soluble silver-containing
complexes which form during the reaction and cannot be removed by filtration
through fine glass fibre filter paper. Thus an investigation into alternative bases
(using copper(I) oxide and calcium hydroxide in the place of silver(I) oxide) was
carried out in two reactions using all the same conditions as were used with
silver(I) oxide but substituting the base. However, both reactions did not appear to
produce the desired product, hence silver oxide was the base of choice for all
following reactions.

An alternative technique used to overcome the silver(I) oxide contamination
during recrystallisation was dissolving the end product in the desired solvent (e.g.
dichloromethane or chloroform) and filtering through a glass Pasteur pipette
which was packed with 0.5 cm of cotton wool and 0.5 cm of filter-aid. This
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method was utilised to eventually recrystallise 1 to produce crystallographicquality crystals.

2.2.3

NMR Spectroscopic Analysis

2.2.3.1 NMR Spectroscopic Characterisation of 2a

1

H NMR

The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 2.2) of the platino-hippurate complex 2a
(containing the COD moiety) affords a great deal of structural information on the
complex.
*

Figure 2.2: The 1H NMR spectrum of complex 1 with CDCl3 as the solvent (*
represents traces of CHCl3 in the CDCl3 solvent). In the top left of the figure is an
expansion of the aromatic region.
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The signals which correspond to the various proton and carbon environments on
Figure 2.3 are summarised in Table 2.1 at the end of this section.

Figure 2.3: The various different carbon and proton environments of 2a leading to
signals in the 1H and 13C NMR spectra. The COD moiety (on the left-hand side of
platinum) is present in the boat conformation required for coordination.

Although there are four methyne (CH) protons present in the COD complex, only
two 1H signals are observed in the proton NMR spectrum. This is due to
symmetry in the COD moiety as it is present in the boat (gauche) conformation
required for coordination (Figure 2.3), which renders C1 and C2, and C5 and C6
spectroscopically equivalent. Consequently, H1 & H2 and H5 & H6 are also
equivalent. The resulting two COD methyne protons occur at 6.51 ppm and 5.43
ppm, and each of these has broad shoulders attributable to platinum satellites
arising from coupling to 195Pt as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (2JPt-H ~ 70.1 Hz and 2JPtH

~ 56.7 Hz, respectively).
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*

Figure 2.4: An expansion of the 4.8-6.8 ppm region in the 1H NMR spectrum of
complex 2a (* represents traces of dichloromethane). The sharp red lines indicate
the two DFT-calculated chemical shifts.

The hippurate nitrogen and oxygen atoms on Pt-attached atoms exert an influence
on atoms trans to these. This trans influence allows differentiation between
carbon atoms trans to nitrogen/oxygen, based on their 1JPt-C coupling constants.[31]
The CH(COD) signal at 6.51 ppm can be assigned as the environment attributed
to H1 & H2, as it has the larger 2JPt-H coupling constant of ~ 70.1 Hz, indicating
that the carbon environment it is attached to (at 96.0 ppm, from the HSQC) is
trans to the metallacycle oxygen atom. Similarly, the signal at 5.43 ppm can be
assigned as the environment which arises from H5 & H6 as it has the smaller 2JPtH

coupling constant of ~ 56.7 Hz, which suggests that the carbon environment it is

attached to (at 98.5 ppm, from the HSQC) is trans to the metallacycle nitrogen
atom. There are also remarkable differences between the two CH(COD) signals in
terms of chemical shift, multiplicity and broadness. In particular, the broadness of
the signal at 6.51 ppm may be attributable to a proximity to lone pair electron
density such as that on the N-C=O group on the hippurate moiety[32]. This is
consistent with the data, as the H1 & H2 signal at 6.51 ppm is broader and
downfield, while the H5 & H6 signal at 5.43 ppm is sharper and more upfield. It
is intuitive to expect the methyne proton environment nearest the nitrogen to be
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further downfield, as nitrogen is less electronegative than the metallacycle oxygen
therefore is less shielding.[33] Density functional theory (DFT) was used to
calculate theoretical NMR shifts, and further detail on the methods used for this is
given in the general experimental section (Appendix I). From the DFT-calculated
NMR data (shown by the sharp red lines in Figure 2.4), there are two different
environments which, when averaged to account for vibrational motion on the
time-scale of NMR spectroscopy, show a difference of 0.84 ppm. This is fairly
consistent with the experimental NMR, which shows a difference of 1.1 ppm
between the signals for H1/H2 and H5/H6. The calculated resonance which
corresponds to H1/H2 is 5.69 ppm and is closest to the nitrogen, while the
calculated signal arising from H5/H6 is at 4.86 ppm. Although these differ from
the experimental resonances of 6.51 and 5.43 ppm by 0.8 and 0.6 ppm
respectively, they still suggest that the proton closest to the nitrogen is that in the
H1/H2 environment, therefore assignment of the 1H spectrum can be fully
confirmed with H1 & H2 corresponding to the signal at 6.51 ppm and H5 & H6 to
5.43 ppm.

Assuming that the two protons in the H22/H26 environment are identical due to
free rotation about the C11-C21 bond, there are three aromatic proton
environments from the hippurate moiety (corresponding to H22 & H26, H23 &
H25, and H24 in Figure 2.3). These appear in the region from 7.36-7.18 ppm, and
an expansion of this can be seen in the top left of the 1H NMR spectrum
(Figure 2.2). Only one of the three aromatic proton environments was adequately
resolved in the proton spectrum. The signal which appears at ~7.19 ppm
essentially as a doublet of doublets (3J = 8.0, 4J = 1.7 Hz) can be uniquely
attributed to the H22/H26 environment, since of the aromatic proton environments
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only this proton is expected to show a 3J coupling to its nearest neighbour (H6)
and a smaller 4J coupling to H7. A NOESY experiment confirmed this, showing
an NOE from the H22/H26 protons at ~7.19 ppm to the H9 protons at 4.01 ppm
which is consistent with H22/H26 being the closest of the aromatic protons to H9.
The H24 and H23/H25 proton environments occur in the 7.36-7.27 ppm region as
complex second-order overlapped multiplets. In principle, each of these signals
would be expected to occur as a 3J coupled doublet of doublets (approximate
triplet). Notwithstanding the complex nature of the overlapped signal, it is
apparent in the high resolution COSY spectrum (Figure 2.5) that the initial more
intense correlation peaks are attributable to the larger 3J couplings between H22 at
~7.19 and the protons at ~7.31 ppm, and later the smaller 4J coupling correlations
develop to the proton at ~7.34. This allows tentative assignment for the higher
chemical shift as H24 and the lower as the H23/H25 environment.

Figure 2.5: The high-resolution COSY spectrum of complex 2a, showing 1H-1H
correlations in the aromatic region. Strong initial 3J correlations from ~7.19 to ~7.31
ppm are shown in red, while later weaker 4J couplings to ~7.34 ppm are illustrated
in blue.
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The hippurate ring CH2 signal at 4.01 ppm (3JPt-H ~ 18.1 Hz) also shows
significant coupling to 195Pt, as expected. It is clearly recognisable as a methylene
signal in the DEPT135 experiment (Appendix II). The fact that the proton
spectrum shows a single peak for this CH2 indicates that the hippurate ligand lies
in a plane of symmetry, which makes both protons chemically equivalent.

The signals attributable to the COD CH2 protons are also easily distinguished as
methylenes in the DEPT135 experiment, and are observed as complex multiplets
in the region 2.80-2.58 ppm. The extensive coupling seen in these signals is due to
two factors. Firstly, when COD coordinates to platinum it is forced into the
normal gauche boat confirmation seen in metal-attached COD. This gives the
COD moiety such symmetry that, although there are four methyne protons, only
two methyne signals are seen, which means they are chemically equivalent pairs.
Similarly, there are eight methylene protons, however only four methylene
resonances occur in the proton spectrum, indicating that the protons are paired up
due to symmetry as depicted in Figure 2.3 (H3a & H8a, H3b & H8b, H4a & H7a
and H4b & H7b are chemically equivalent pairs). In addition, in the COD moiety
there is both germinal 2J coupling (between Ha and Hb for the CH2 protons) and
3

J coupling between methylene and methyne protons, leading to complicated

overlapping signals. Furthermore, each COD methylene couples to

195

Pt which

adds to the complexity of the signals.

In the COSY spectrum (Appendix III) the alkene proton at 6.51 ppm correlates to
the protons at ~2.72 and ~2.42 ppm, whereas the proton at 5.43 ppm shows
correlations to the protons at ~2.60 and ~2.28 ppm. In addition the high-resolution
COSY spectrum (Figure 2.6) shows mutual correlations between the 4 adjacent
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methylene signals. Axial protons are generally higher in chemical shift than
equatorial protons[32]. This allows assignment of the following environments with
the corresponding signals: H3a & H8a at ~2.72 ppm, H3b & H8b at ~2.42 ppm,
H4a & H7a at ~2.60 ppm, and H4b & H7b at ~2.28 ppm.

Figure 2.6: The high-resolution COSY spectrum of complex 2a, showing 1H-1H
correlations in the COD CH2 region. Correlations from protons at ~2.72 to ~2.22
ppm are presented in green, while couplings from protons at ~2.60 and ~2.28 ppm
are demonstrated in purple.
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Table 2.1: The 1H and 13C chemical shifts of the various environments in complex 2a.
Refer to Figure 2.3 for the atom numbering scheme.

Atoms

1

H chemical shift (ppm)

13

C chemical shift (ppm)

1, 2

6.51

96.0

3, 8

~2.72 (a), ~2.42 (b)

32.4

4, 7

~2.60 (a), ~2.28 (b)

28.2

5, 6

5.43

98.5

9

4.01

56.9

10

-

184.4

11

-

176.7

21

-

138.5

22, 26

~7.19

125.5

23, 25

~7.31

128.58

24

~7.34

128.61

13

C NMR

The 1H-decoupled 13C NMR spectrum of complex 2a (Figure 2.7) displays several
key signals which can be assigned to the 11 different carbon environments
(Figure 2.3) which exist in the complex, and these are detailed in Table 2.1.
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*

Figure 2.7: The quantitative proton-decoupled 13C NMR spectrum of complex 2a
with CDCl3 as the solvent (* represents the CDCl3 solvent line). The top left of the
figure shows an expansion of the aromatic region to show the superimposed
aromatic resonances at 128.6 ppm.

In this experiment, the NOEs were cancelled to selectively enhance the two
carbonyl signals, and to try to identify any

195

Pt-satellites. The nitrogen-attached

carbonyl signal (C11 on Figure 2.3) occurs at 176.7 ppm and has slightly broad
shoulders from coupling to

195

Pt (2JPt-C ~ 31.7 Hz), while the metallacycle ring

carbonyl signal (C10) comes slightly upfield at 184.4 ppm. No

195

Pt coupling

could be resolved for the signal at 184.4 ppm. The HMBC spectrum (Appendix
IV) confirms these shifts since it shows correlations from the nitrogen-attached
carbonyl to the aromatic protons, whereas the ring carbonyl displays no coupling
to 1H as it is too far away. The 1H-coupled

13

C spectrum (Figure 2.8) shows

further evidence, with C10 appearing as a triplet at 184.4 ppm (JC-H = 5.9 Hz) due
to splitting by its neighbouring CH2, while the nitrogen-attached carbonyl appears
as a singlet at 176.7 ppm.
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*

Figure 2.8: The 25-100 ppm region of the proton-coupled 13C NMR spectrum of 2a,
showing the COD CH and CH2 1JC-H couplings (* represents the CDCl3 solvent line).

Similarly, the quaternary carbon of the phenyl (C21) exhibits broad shoulders due
to coupling to 195Pt (3JPt-C ~ 42.4 Hz). It is further upfield in the aromatic region as
expected at 138.5 ppm and can be assigned due to its low intensity and the fact
that it shows no correlations to protons in the HSQC. Also in the aromatic region,
two of the environments appear to overlap as a doublet at 128.6 ppm, while the
final signal occurs at 125.5 ppm. The latter is assigned as the C22/C26
environment due to its correlation to the H22/H26 signal at ~7.19 ppm in the
HSQC (Figure 2.9). As seen in the expansion of the aromatic region (Figure 2.7),
the peaks at 128.6 ppm can be almost fully separated to see the intensity ratio of
2:1. This enables clear assignment of environment C24 as the signal with the
lower chemical shift at 128.58 ppm since it has a lower intensity attributable to its
single carbon. In contrast, the signal with the higher chemical shift of 128.61 ppm
has a doubled intensity therefore must arise from 2 carbons, hence corresponds to
the C23/C25 environment.
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Figure 2.9: The HSQC NMR spectrum of complex 2a showing 13C-1H correlations in
red.

The two CH resonances arising from the COD moiety (the C1/C2 and C5/C6
environments in Figure 2.3) are both seen in the 13C-{1H} spectrum as singlets at
98.5 (1JPt-C = 140.2 Hz) and 96.0 (1JPt-C = 159.9 Hz) ppm, and both display
substantial coupling to 195Pt. The HSQC (Figure 2.9) shows that these are attached
to the protons at 5.43 and 6.51 ppm, respectively. The signal at 96.0 ppm can be
assigned as the C1 & C2 environment due to its higher 1JPt-C coupling constant of
159.9 Hz which shows that it is trans to the metallacycle oxygen atom, while the
98.5 ppm shift can be attributed to the C5 & C6 environment by its smaller 1JPt-C
coupling constant of 140.2 Hz, which indicates that it is trans to the metallacycle
nitrogen atom. In the proton-coupled carbon spectrum, the C1/C2 environment
appears as a doublet at 96.0 ppm (JC-H = 165.5 Hz) while the C3/C4 signal is also
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seen as a doublet at 98.5 ppm (JC-H = 164.8 Hz). These JC-H coupling constants are
typical values for CH environments of this type.[34]

The COD methylene environments (C3 & C8, and C4 & C7) occur at 32.4 and
28.2 ppm in the proton-decoupled carbon spectrum (Figure 2.7). In the protoncoupled spectrum, the C3/C8 environment appears as a triplet at 32.4 ppm (JC-H =
130.5 Hz) whereas the C4/C7 signal occurs at 28.2 ppm (JC-H = 131.8 Hz). As
expected, the JC-H values for the COD methylene signals are approximately 35 Hz
lower than those for the COD CH resonances. This is because the JC-H coupling
constant of a certain carbon atom is indicative of its hybridisation, and CH
carbons are generally sp2 hybridised, whereas CH2 carbons are usually sp3
hybridised.[34] There is more s-character in an alkene bond compared to an alkane
group, therefore the JC-H coupling constant is expected to be larger for a CH
carbon than a CH2 carbon. The HSQC spectrum (Figure 2.9) shows that the CH2
at 32.4 ppm is correlated to the proton signals centred at ~2.72 and ~2.42 ppm,
while the CH2 at 28.2 correlates to the proton signals centred at ~2.60 and ~2.28
ppm.

As shown in Figure 2.1, COD can bind to platinum in two different ways to yield
one of two possible symmetric conformers, each of which produces a distinct
NMR pattern. To determine which of these is the actual conformer, the long-range
couplings in the HMBC and H2BC are considered.
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Figure 2.10: The two possible symmetric conformers of the COD ligand, depicted
flat.

As depicted in Figure 2.11, the HMBC spectrum shows a residual coupled 1J
correlation from the H5/H6 to the C5/C6 signal together with a 2J coupling to an
olefinic carbon that produces the same chemical shift. This is indicative of the
left-hand conformer in Figure 2.10.

1

J coupled

Figure 2.11: The HMBC of complex 2a shows the expected 2J coupling of the H5/H6
protons to the C5/C6 environment and a residual 1J coupling to C5/C6, as well as a
strong 2J coupling to the C4/C7 environment and a weaker 3J coupling to the C3/C8
environment.

The H2BC spectrum (Figure 2.12) confirms this but only a 2J coupling from the
H5/H6 protons to the C5/C6 carbons is seen as the residual 1J is more perfectly
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cancelled. Additionally the H2BC shows a strong 2J correlation from the H5/H6
environment to the methylene carbon at 28.2 ppm (C4 & C7) and a weaker 3J
coupling to the C3/C8 environment. These observations are consistent with the
symmetric conformer on the left in Figure 2.10. If the complex displayed the
alternative conformer, the resulting HMBC would show a residual 1J coupling
from H4 to C4 at 28.2 ppm, as well as a 2J coupling to a carbon of the same
chemical shift, neither of which is seen in the HMBC spectrum (Appendix IV).

Figure 2.12: The H2BC of complex 2a confirms the symmetry of the molecule, by
showing a 2J correlation from the H5/H6 environment at 5.43 ppm to the C5/C6
environment at 98.2 ppm as well as a strong 2J correlation to the C4/C7 signal at
28.2 ppm and a weaker 3J coupling to the C3/C8 environment at 32.4 ppm.

As the proton signal at 6.51 ppm is attributable to the H1/H2 environment, the
signals at 32.4 and 28.2 ppm can be assigned as C3 & C8 and C4 & C7
respectively. The metallacycle ring CH2 carbon appears at 56.9 ppm as expected
and exhibits broad shoulders due to coupling to 195Pt (2JPt-C ~ 15.4 Hz).
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2.2.3.2 NMR Spectroscopic Characterisation of 2b.1.5CH2Cl2

1

H NMR

In comparison to its parent complex 2a, the proton NMR spectrum of complex 2b
appears rather straightforward, with only two regions. The complex multiplet
from 7.81-6.75 ppm corresponds to the aromatic protons, making interpretation
difficult, and no further assignment was undertaken. The ring methylene signal at
4.16 ppm (3JPt-H ~ 40.8 Hz) comes at an expected chemical shift, and is slightly
more downfield than that of the ring methylene in the parent complex 2a, which
comes at 4.03 ppm. However, it appears as a doublet, and this multiplicity may be
due to coupling to the trans phosphine.

31

P NMR

The phosphorus NMR spectrum of complex 2b shows two doublets at 9.2 (1JPt-P =
3058 Hz, 2JP-P = 23.7 Hz) and 4.8 (1JPt-P = 4031 Hz, 2JP-P = 22.7 Hz) ppm. Both of
these show satellites from coupling to

195

Pt. It is known that, due to the trans-

influence, ligands with their phosphorus trans to an oxygen have a larger 2JP-P
coupling constant than ligands with their phosphorus trans to a nitrogen.[31] Hence
it is easy to assign the doublet at 9.2 ppm to the phosphorus in environment LA
and the doublet at 4.8 ppm to the phosphorus in environment LB on Figure 2.1.
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2.2.3.3 NMR Spectroscopic Characterisation of 2c

1

H NMR

The aromatic region of the proton NMR spectrum of complex 2c is similar to that
of 2b, with all twenty-five aromatic protons appearing as a complex multiplet
from 7.99-6.77 ppm. While some of these resonances may be resolved and
assigned using 2D NMR techniques, they are of little interest to distinguish. The
metallacycle CH2 signal occurs at 4.03 ppm (3JPt-H ~ 18.3 Hz) as expected. The
dppe CH2 signals appear as two second order overlapping multiplets from 2.391.99 ppm and arise from four protons.

31

P NMR

Like 2b, the 31P NMR spectrum of 2c displays two doublets at 37.4 (1JPt-P = 3085
Hz, 2JP-P = 12.4 Hz) and 28.1 (1JPt-P = 3876 Hz, 2JP-P = 12.1 Hz) ppm. Each of
these has satellites due to coupling to

195

Pt. As stated earlier, the phosphorus

signal with the larger 1JPt-P coupling constant (28.1 ppm) is trans to the hippurate
oxygen (LA on Figure 2.1), while the signal with the smaller 1JPt-P coupling
constant (37.4 ppm) is trans to the hippurate nitrogen (LB on Figure 2.1).

2.2.3.4 NMR Spectroscopic Characterisation of 2d

1

H NMR

The proton NMR spectrum of 2d displays three key signals. The first is a complex
multiplet in the aromatic region of 7.35-7.27 ppm arising from five protons, as for
the parent complex 2a. The PTA methylene group resonances appear as a
complex overlapping multiplet from 4.58-4.27 ppm. As for the other ligand46
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substituted complexes (2b, 2c & 2e), the metallacycle ring signal occurs as a
doublet at 4.07 ppm and displays broad shoulders from coupling to

195

Pt (3JPt-H =

19.0 Hz).

31

P NMR

Much like the other ligand-substituted complexes (2b, 2c & 2e), the

31

P NMR

spectrum of complex 2d shows two doublets, each with a pair of satellite lines due
to coupling of the phosphorus to

195

Pt. The first occurs at -67.0 ppm (1JPt-P =

2799.7 Hz, 2JP-P = 22.0 Hz), while the second appears at -67.4 ppm (1JPt-P =
3483.7 Hz, 2JP-P = 21.7 Hz). Although these are very upfield chemical shifts, they
compare well with that of other complexes where two cis PTA ligands are
coordinated to platinum.[35] The signal at -67.0 ppm corresponds to the
phosphorus of the PTA moiety trans to nitrogen as it has the lower 1JPt-P coupling
constant, whereas the -67.4 ppm signal is assigned to the PTA phosphorus trans to
oxygen since it has the higher 1JPt-P coupling constant. A representative 31P NMR
spectrum for phosphine-containing complexes 2b-e is shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: The 31P NMR spectrum of 2d with the two doublets, each with a pair of
195
Pt satellites, typical of the phosphine-substituted complexes 2b-e.
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2.2.3.5 NMR Spectroscopic Characterisation of 2e

1

H NMR

Although the proton spectrum of 2e (Figure 2.14) was recorded in both DMSO
and CDCl3, the discussion here is limited to the spectrum in DMSO, as it was the
solvent used for the 2D spectra. This spectrum shows a number of interesting
signals, and these are assigned to their various environments and summarised in
Table 2.1.

*

Figure 2.14: The 1H NMR spectrum of 2e, with an expansion of the aromatic region
across the top left of the figure (* represents the water due to wet DMSO solvent,
which overlaps a ferrocene CH resonance).

Due to the symmetry of the two ferrocene rings in the dppf moiety, there are four
proton signals attributable to the eight ferrocene CH protons on the dppf moiety.
C1 is chemically equivalent to C2, C3 to C4, C5 to C6, and C7 to C8, as shown in
Figure 2.15 (and consequently H1 & H2, H3 & H4, H5 & H6 and H7 & H8 are all
chemically equivalent pairs). These appear as a broad singlet at 5.09 and three
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sharper singlets at 4.60, 4.36 and 3.41 ppm. While the fourth ferrocene CH
resonance may be hidden under the water peak (asterisked in Figure 2.14) due to
wet DMSO in the 1H spectrum, the high-resolution HSQC (Figure 2.16) indicates
that the fourth signal comes at 3.41 ppm.

Figure 2.15: The numbering scheme of 2e, using the same numbering of the
hippurate moiety as for 2a. The dppf phenyl rings are not labelled for simplicity.
The diagram also highlights the symmetry of the ferrocene rings.

Figure 2.16: A high-resolution HSQC spectrum of 2e showing 13C-1H correlations
enables assignment of the signal at 3.41 ppm hidden under the DMSO water peak as
the fourth ferrocene CH resonance.
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A high-resolution COSY spectrum (Figure 2.17) of this region shows correlations
from the proton at 5.09 ppm to the proton at 4.60 ppm, and from the proton at
4.36 ppm to the proton at 3.41 ppm. This indicates that the 5.09 and 4.60 ppm
protons are next to each other (i.e. on the same ring) whilst the protons at 4.36 and
3.41 ppm are alongside each other on the other ferrocene ring.

Figure 2.17: A high-resolution COSY showing correlations between the protons at
5.09 and 4.60 ppm (in blue), and 4.36 and 3.41 ppm (in green), respectively.

However, 2D NMR techniques did not enable full assignment of which proton
corresponds to each environment in Figure 2.15. NMR spectra were calculated
with DFT simulations to distinguish between these as for complex 2a. The four
calculated chemical shifts for the ferrocene protons (when averaged to account for
any vibrational movement during the time-scale of NMR spectroscopy) are 3.37,
4.58, 4.49 and 4.67 ppm (c.f. 3.41, 4.36, 4.60 and 5.09 ppm experimentally,
respectively). The difference between the proton resonances for each ring is 1.21
and 0.18, while that of experimental NMR shifts is 0.95 and 0.48. While the first
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three DFT-calculated resonances match the experimental chemical shifts well,
caution must be exercised over assignment of the fourth NMR shift (4.67 ppm,
compared to the corresponding experimental NMR shift of 5.09 ppm). Overall the
DFT-calculated chemical shifts allow tentative assignment of H1/H2 at 3.41 ppm,
H3/H4 at 4.36 ppm, H5/H6 at 4.60 ppm and H7/H8 at 5.09 ppm. These shifts are
confirmed in the

13

C NMR section below, where interpretation of the HSQC

spectrum using 13C DFT-calculations allows for full assignment.

The signal for the metallacycle ring methylene is seen at 3.75 ppm as expected,
and it displays broad shoulders from coupling to 195Pt (3JPt-H ~ 50.7 Hz). As there
is only one signal for the two protons, this suggests that – like parent complex 2a there is a plane of symmetry through the hippurate moiety which renders the two
CH2 protons chemically equivalent.

Table 2.2: The 1H and 13C chemical shifts of the various environments in complex 2e.
Refer to Figure 2.15 for the atom numbering scheme‡.

Atoms

1

H chemical shift (ppm)

13

C chemical shift (ppm)

1, 2

3.41

75.1

3, 4

4.36

73.7

5,6

4.60

74.8

7,8

5.09

76.8

9

3.75

56.5

10

-

182.1

11

-

171.6

21

-

138.4

22-26 &
dppf phenyl
ring atoms

7.90 - 6.50

134.4 - 127.2 ppm

‡Note that assignment of ferrocene carbon and hydrogen atoms (atoms 1-8) are only tentative.
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13

C NMR

The 1H-decoupled

13

C NMR spectrum of 2e (Figure 2.18) shows several

resonances corresponding to the various environments in Figure 2.15 and are
summarised in Table 2.2.

Figure 2.18: The 1H-decoupled 13C NMR spectrum of 2e showing an expansion of
the 73-78 ppm region, which contains the ferrocene CH signals.

As seen in the expansion in the top left of the 1H-decoupled

13

C NMR spectrum

(Figure 2.18), there are four ferrocene CH resonances which all occur as doublets
at 76.8, 75.1, 74.8 and 73.7 ppm respectively. These correspond to the C1/C2,
C3/C4, C5/C6 and C7/C8 carbon environments. The bases of the doublets at 75.1
and 74.8 ppm overlap slightly. However the high-resolution HSQC spectrum
(Figure 2.16) clearly indicates which protons are attached to the corresponding
carbons: the proton at 5.09 ppm is attached to the carbon at 76.8 ppm, the proton
at 4.60 ppm to the carbon at 74.8 ppm, the proton at 4.36 ppm to the carbon at
73.7 ppm, and the proton at 3.41 ppm to the carbon at 75.1 ppm. As the
assignment of the ferrocene protons attached to these carbons is only tentative,
13

C DFT-calculations were used to substantiate the assignment of the ferrocene

carbons. When averaged to allow for vibrational movement on the time-scale of
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NMR spectroscopy, there are four calculated chemical shifts for the ferrocene CH
environments; 82.0, 81.1, 83.5 and 82.3 ppm, compared to 75.1, 73.7, 74.8 and
76.8 (respectively) for experimental resonances. While these are significantly
higher than the experimental chemical shifts, the difference in theoretical
chemical shifts for each ring is in reasonable agreement with that of experimental:
0.95 and 1.24 compared with 1.4 and 2, respectively. Based on this, the ferrocene
carbons can be assigned as follows: C1/C2 at 75.1 ppm, C3/C4 at 4.36 ppm,
C5/C6 at 74.8 ppm and C7/C8 at 76.8 ppm.

The two carbonyl signals appear at 182.1 and 171.6 ppm, and based on chemical
shifts of the parent complex 2a the signal at 182.1 ppm can be assigned as the ring
carbonyl neighbouring the metallacycle CH2 (C10), while the 171.6 ppm signal
can be attributed to the nitrogen-attached carbonyl (C11). The HMBC spectrum
(Appendix V) confirms this, with the carbonyl signal at 171.6 ppm showing longrange coupling to aromatic protons. The metallacycle ring carbonyl is too far
away to show any couplings to aromatic protons.
The aromatic

13

C signals occur in the 138.4-127.2 ppm region. While the singlet

at 138.4 ppm can be tentatively assigned as the quaternary C21 based on its low
intensity, the rest of the aromatic signals appear as a complex set of resonances,
preventing further assignment.
The metallacycle ring methylene signal (C9) appears as a singlet at 56.5 ppm and
shows satellite lines from coupling to 195Pt (2JPt-C = 47.2 Hz).

31

P NMR

Similarly to the phosphorus NMR of the other three ligand-substituted complexes
(2b-d), the

31

P NMR spectrum of complex 2e shows two phosphorus signals at
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9.44 (1JPt-P = 3131 Hz, 2JP-P = 22 Hz) and 6.47 (1JPt-P = 4102 Hz, 2JP-P = 23 Hz)
ppm. The signal at 9.44 ppm can be assigned with the phosphorus environment
trans to the metallacycle nitrogen atom due to its lower 1JPt-P coupling constant,
whereas the 6.47 ppm signal can be assigned to the phosphorus environment trans
to the metallacycle oxygen.
2.2.4

Mass Spectral Analysis

All complexes except 2a were successfully characterised by ESI-MS. They are all
good candidates for mass spectrometry due to the presence of carbonyl groups,
containing lone pairs on the oxygen which are easily ionised in ESI-MS.[36] Each
complex (2b-e) shows a strong [M+Na]+ peak, 22 mass units above that expected
for [M+H]+, as well as small [M+H]+ and [M+K]+ peaks in most cases. This was
confirmed by adding a small amount of sodium chloride to each complex before
analysis, the result being that only the [M+Na]+ peak is observed for each
complex. A representative spectra comparison is given in Figure 2.19, for
complex 2b.
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+

+

[M+Na]

[M+Na]

+

[M+H]

+

[M+K]

Figure 2.19: The left-hand mass spectrum shows the ions observed from the complex
2b, while the right-hand mass spectrum shows the ion observed from 2b with added
sodium chloride.

2.2.5

IR Spectral Analysis

Complexes 2a-e have interesting IR spectra. The starting material hippuric acid
102 has been characterised by IR previously,[37] and selected peaks for this are
assigned to corresponding functional groups displayed in Table 2.3. Although
Ramachandran & Natarajan tentatively assigned the peak at ~1180 cm-1 as a C-H
ring deformation and the peak at ~1600 cm-1 as N-H bending, the IR vibrations
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calculated using DFT simulations indicate that these vibrations are actually due to
a C-N stretch and C=O stretch, respectively. Also of particular interest is the
1600-1760 cm-1 region, which contains the additional strong carbonyl stretch peak
at 1751 cm-1, which compares well to experimentally obtained values in Table 2.3.

However, on coordination to platinum in complex 2a the carbonyl stretch peaks
decrease to 1690 cm-1 and 1604 cm-1. Table 2.4 shows selected IR peaks assigned
to corresponding functional groups in both 2a and the phosphine complex 2b, and
Figure 2.20 compares the IR spectra for hippuric acid, complex 2a and the PPh3substituted complex 2b.

Figure 2.20: The IR spectra of (a) hippuric acid, (b) complex 2a and (c) the
phosphine-substituted complex 2b, illustrating the changes in vibrations in the 15001800 cm-1 region.
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The spectrum of complex 2b [Figure 2.20(c)] is representative of all of the
phosphine-substituted complexes 2b-e; they all display a very strong C=O stretch
at ~1650 cm-1, and medium peaks at 1584 and 1563 cm-1 due to aromatic
stretching in the multiple aromatic rings present.

Table 2.3: Selected IR absorptions obtained for hippuric acid compared to literature
values.

‡

Observed Wavenumber
(cm-1)

Literature Wavenumber (cm-1)

1760

1751

C=O stretch

1600

1608

C=O stretch‡

1183

1178

C-N stretch‡

Assignment

[37]

Refer to text for explanation of assignment.

Table 2.4: Selected IR absorptions obtained for complex 2a and phosphine
derivative 2b with assignments.

Complex

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Assignment

1690

C=O stretch

1604

C=O stretch

1101

C-N stretch

1647

C=O stretch

1584 & 1563

Aromatic C=C stretch

2a

2b

2.2.6

Crystal Structure of 2a

The crystal structure of 2a was carried out to determine the coordination geometry,
bonding and orientation of the hippurate ligand around the platinum(II) centre.
Several views of the structure are depicted in Figures 2.21-2.24, with the atom
numbering scheme shown in Figure 2.21. A search of the CSD (Version 1.15)
showed that there are no known crystal structures of transition metal complexes
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containing the hippuric acid ligand. Only 3 structures of Pt-COD complexes
containing N,O- ligands have been reported.[5,6]

Figure 2.21: The crystal structure of 2a showing the complete numbering scheme for
the complex.

The geometry about the platinum(II) atom is approximately square planar with
minor deviations, however no atom diverges from the platinum-coordinated leastsquares mean plane [defined by N1, O2, Pt1, C1/C2(midpoint) and
C5/C6(midpoint)] by more than 0.05 Å. Bidentate coordination of the hippurate
moiety to the platinum centre occurs via O2-Pt1-N1 bonds to give a 5-membered
ring-system. This 5-membered metallacycle ring has an envelope conformation as
seen in Figure 2.22, with a fold angle between the Pt1-N1-O2 and O2-C10-C9-N1
planes of 14.9°. The adjoined oxygen atoms (O1 and O3) deviate from the square
plane of the envelope (defined by the plane N1-C9-C10-O2) by 0.457 Å and
0.592 Å, respectively. The phenyl ring plane (defined by C21-C22-C23-C24-C25-
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C26) is at an angle of 83.85° to the 5-membered ring plane, defined by Pt1-N1C9-C10-O2.

Figure 2.22: The crystal structure of 2a highlights the envelope conformation of the
5-membered ring. The square of the envelope is made up of the N1-C9-C10-O2
atoms, while the ‘flap’ consists of the N1-Pt1-O2 triangle.

As expected, the Pt1-C1/C2(midpoint) bond length trans to the metallacycle O2
atom (2.048Å) was slightly shorter than the Pt1-C5/C6(midpoint) bond length
trans to the metallacycle N1 atom (2.068 Å), due to the hippurate oxygen having a
smaller trans influence than the metallacycle nitrogen.[31]

When solving the crystal structure of 2a, the C6 atom was refined isotropically
due to a ripple effect from the attached platinum, hence length and angle
comparisons to other platinum complexes containing a similar Pt-C bond may be
slightly less certain for the Pt1-C6 bond. However the geometric parameters of the
remaining Pt-C bonds (Pt1-C1, -C2 & -C5) can be evaluated definitively with
regard to similar complexes. The Pt(tBAFPh)(COD) complex [H2tBAFPh = 2-(2trifluoromethyl)anilino-4,6-di-tertbutylphenol] synthesised by Boyer et al. in
2009[5] is an appropriate complex for comparison, as it contains both a COD
moiety coordinated to the platinum centre as well as a dianionic N,O-donor ligand.
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As shown in Table 2.5, the two complexes have similar geometric parameters,
despite having different groups attached to the 5-membered ring. As for 2a, the
Pt-C/C(midpoint) length trans to the oxygen is slightly smaller than the PtC/C(midpoint) bond trans to nitrogen in the Pt(tBAFPh)(COD) complex due to
oxygen having a larger trans influence. The angles for both complexes are all very
comparable, as seen in Table 5.

Compared to the starting material [PtCl2(COD)], complex 2a has different bond
lengths from the Pt(II) centre to the methyne carbons (C1, C2, C5 & C6).[38] In the
starting material, the bond lengths corresponding to Pt1-C1 and Pt1-C2 are similar
to those for 2a, (2.154 and 2.172 Å respectively, compared to 2.155 and 2.170 Å
for 2a). However, the bond lengths corresponding to Pt1-C5 and Pt1-C6 are
shorter in [PtCl2(COD)] than in 2a (2.178 and 2.176 Å compared to 2.181 and
2.187 Å for 2a). This may be due to the larger trans influence of the nitrogen in
the hippurate moiety in 2a in contrast to that of the chlorine in [PtCl2(COD)],
causing slight lengthening of the Pt-C bond. The COD moiety in 2a is also
significantly more distorted from the normal gauche shape (as seen in Figures
2.23 and 2.24) than for the parent material, [PtCl2(COD)].
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Figure 2.23: The crystal structure of 2a shows that the COD moiety is not
completely symmetrical in its “boat” shape.

Figure 2.24: The top-view of the COD moiety in the crystal structure of 2a shows the
distortion of the COD moiety.

The crystal structure of complex 2a also shows significant differences to the
hippuric acid starting material,[39] which forms the 5-membered metallacycle ring
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on coordination. The lengths corresponding to N1-C9 and N1-C11 are both
slightly longer in 2a compared to hippuric acid (1.468 and 1.358 Å respectively,
c.f. 1.446 and 1.342 Å in hippuric acid), as is the O2-C10 bond (1.324 Å c.f.
1.301 Å in hippuric acid).

The bite angle of the hippurate ligand (the N1-Pt1-O2 angle) is 81.83°, which is
significantly smaller than the idealised 90° angle expected for a square planar
complex. In the similar square planar N-acetylglycinato-platinum complex
synthesised by Kemmitt et al. in 1992[3] the bite angle is even smaller (78.8°).
This may be due to the bulky dppe ligand occupying a large amount of space,
causing the N-Pt-O angle to appear smaller than expected. The Pt1-N1 (2.060 Å)
and Pt1-O2 (2.097 Å) bond distances of the N-acetylglycinato-platinum complex
are longer than those for complex 2a, and the Pt1-N1 bond is slightly shorter than
the Pt1-O2 bond, which is the opposite of those in complex 2a (2.016 and 2.013 Å
respectively). However these differences in Pt-N and Pt-O bonds may be due to
the higher trans influence of the phosphine groups (compared to carbons in
complex 2a).

In each crystal, 4 molecules stack diagonally to each other. They are not very
close together as there are no hydrogen-bonding interactions and the COD groups
are too bulky to allow the platinum(II) centres to stack closely.
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Table 2.5: Selected bond lengths and angles of complex 2a (estimated standard
deviations given in parentheses) compared to the same key parameters in similar
complex Pt(tBAFPh)(COD).

2a
Bonds
Pt1-C1
Pt1-C2
Pt1-C1/C2(midpoint)
Pt1-C5
Pt1-C6
Pt1-C5/C6(midpoint)
Pt1-O2
Pt1-N1
O2-C10
N1-C9
N1-C11
C9-C10
O1-C10
O3-C11
Angles
C1/C2(midpoint)-Pt1-C5/C6(midpoint)
N1-Pt1-O2
C1/C2(midpoint)-Pt1-N1
C5/C6(midpoint)-Pt1-O2
Pt1-N1-C11
Pt1-N1-C9
Pt1-O2-C10

Pt(tBAFPh)(COD)

2.155(3)
2.170(3)
2.048(3)
2.181(3)
2.187(4)
2.068(3)
2.013(2)
2.016(3)
1.324(4)
1.468(4)
1.358(4)
1.520(4)
1.213(4)
1.231(4)

2.154
2.128
2.027
2.144
2.160
2.035
1.962
1.974
1.334
1.375
1.407
1.397
-

86.77(12)
81.83(10)
100.14(11)
91.05(11)
127.22(19)
112.51(2)
116.20(19)

87.33
81.87
100.17
90.58
126.83
112.58
113.80

2.3 Conclusion
Five novel platinum(II) hippurate complexes (2a-e) have been synthesised and
characterised, with the X-ray crystal structure of complex 2a being successfully
obtained. These appear to be the first known platinum complexes of this type.
Unfortunately the biological activities of these complexes are not yet known, as
throughout the duration of this thesis there were no biological testing facilities
available.
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Chapter 3: Attempted Synthesis and Characterisation of
Gold Hippurate Complexes
Note:
There are 2 sets of compound numbers; 3a-3d discussed in Chapters 3-5 are
separate from complex 3 mentioned in the introduction.

3.1 Experimental
3.1.1

Attempted synthesis of [Au{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(2-anp)] (anp =
anilinopyridyl) (3a)

Preparation of 3a was attempted using a similar procedure for the synthesis of
complex 2a. Silver(I) oxide (624.6 mg) was added to a mixture of 2-anp-AuCl2
(anp = anilinopyridyl) (203.5 mg, 0.466 mmol) and hippuric acid (110.9 mg,
0.619 mmol) in dichloromethane (30 mL), and the mixture was refluxed for 1
hour giving a black suspension. The mixture was cooled, filtered and rotary
evaporated to ~5 mL and 95 mL petroleum spirits was added to precipitate
potential product overnight (as for 1f). Yellow crystals formed which were filtered,
washed with petroleum spirits (~5 mL) and dried under vacuum overnight to give
160.1 mg of product. However, the NMR obtained for the expected complex was
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not able to be rationalised, and the ESI-MS showed evidence of the formation of
the unwanted product, as depicted on the left (3c) of Figure 3.4, at 566.04 m/z.

3.1.2

Attempted

synthesis

of

[Au{OC(O)CH2N(COPh)}(2-bp)]

(bp

=

benzylpyridyl) (3b)

Preparation of 3b was attempted using a similar procedure for the synthesis of
complex 2a. Silver(I) oxide (626.2 mg, excess) was added to a mixture of 2-bpAuCl2 (bp = benzylpyridyl) (207.1 mg, 0.475 mmol) and hippuric acid (109.7 mg,
0.612 mmol) in dichloromethane (30 mL), and the mixture was refluxed for 1
hour giving a black suspension. After cooling to room temperature the mixture
was filtered through glass fibre filter paper giving a yellow solution. This was
rotary evaporated to remove the solvent to ~5 mL volume. Petroleum spirits (95
mL) was added and the mixture allowed to crystallise overnight, giving white
crystals which were filtered off, washed with petroleum spirits (~5 mL) and dried
under vacuum overnight to give 184.9 mg of product. However, the resulting
product gave NMR that was not able to rationalised, and showed evidence in the
ESI-MS of formation of the unwanted product depicted on the right (3d) in
Figure 3.4, at 565.04 m/z.
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3.2 Results & Discussion
3.2.1

NMR Spectroscopic Investigation of 3a and 3b

The reaction of hippuric acid with 2-bp-AuCl2 and 2-anp-AuCl2 gives air and
water-stable yellow and white powders (respectively). However, the proton NMR
spectra for both complexes showed extra signals which were unable to be
rationalised, even when taking into account potential isomerism. This suggested
the formation of a by-product.

Figure 3.1: The two different ways that the 2-anp/2-bp ligand can coordinate leads
to the possibility of two isomers for each 3a and 3b, which may be reflected in the
NMR spectra for each.

Complexes 3a and 3b may exist as isomers, as shown in Figure 3.1. The planarity
of the 2-anp/bp ligand also influences the number of proton signals seen in the
CH2 region (~3-5 ppm). While the 2-anp moiety is typically flat, the 2-bp ligand is
often puckered, making the hippurate CH2 protons inequivalent and doubling the
number of signals seen. For the CH2 (3.5-5 ppm) region of the 1H NMR spectrum
of 3a (Figure 3.2), if only one isomer of 3a is present and the 2-anp moiety is flat,
one singlet for the hippurate CH2 would be observed. If both isomers are present
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and the 2-anp ligand is flat then there would be two singlets (CH2 signals of
different chemical shifts). However, after integration Figure 3.2 shows 3 doublets
with similar intensities, a significantly smaller doublet and a broad singlet. The
intensities of the integrations for each signal do not make sense or fit into any of
the above scenarios, as each pair of doublets (for each isomer) would need to be
the same intensity for the signals to be rationalised.

Figure 3.2: The CH2 (4.2-4.8 ppm) region of the 1H spectrum of 3a.

On the other hand, the 2-bp moiety is often puckered, which can lead to fluxional
behaviour, doubling the amount of signals seen and leading to broad signals.
When considering the CH2 region of the proton spectrum of 3b (Figure 3.3), there
are the similar possible situations that will affect the number of signals in the CH2
region, however there is an additional CH2 in the 2-bp moiety. Hence for one
isomer of 3b with the 2-bp ligand flat a singlet for each CH2 would be observed;
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with the 2-bp ligand puckered and one isomer present there would be two
doublets for each CH2 (two different chemical shifts for each methylene proton,
both coupled to each other); and if the 2-bp moiety is puckered and 2 isomers are
present four doublets for each CH2 would be seen. The 3.8-5.0 ppm region of the
1

H spectrum of 3b (Figure 3.3) shows two doublets and a singlet, as well as two

broad singlets which may be attributable to fluxional movement of the 2-bp ligand.
However, after integration the broad signals have half the intensity of the doublets
and singlet, and the numbers of signals present does not make sense for any of the
scenarios discussed above, therefore the proton NMR was unable to be
rationalised. This suggests that for each complex formed, there may be a mixture
of compounds, rather than isolating 3a and 3b alone as expected.

Figure 3.3: The CH2 (3.8-5.0 ppm) region of the 1H spectrum of 3b.
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3.2.2

Mass Spectral Investigation of 3a and 3b

ESI-MS was useful in determining what had actually been produced. The
expected M+ ion for 3a is 543.09, and for 3b is m/z 542.09. However, the ions
observed were at m/z 535.08 for 3a, and 533.09 for 3b, which correspond to the
M+ ion m/z values for 3c and 3d, respectively. Therefore, ESI-MS of both
compounds showed evidence of the formation of bis-cycloaurated cationic
complexes, outlined in Figure 3.4 below. The formation of this class of ions is not
uncommon for gold syntheses, and has been reported before by Dinger &
Henderson in 1998.[40]

Figure 3.4: The bis-cycloaurated cations 3c and 3d above formed when attempting
to synthesise 3a and 3b, respectively.

However, m/z values of 566.04 and 565.04 were also observed for 3a and 3b,
which correspond to [M+Na]+ for 3a and 3b respectively. The combination of
ions observed in the ESI-MS along with the conclusions drawn from the NMR
spectra suggests that the complexes formed are mixtures of 3a & 3c, and 3b and
3d.
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3.3 Conclusion
During attempts to synthesise two gold(III) hippurate complexes (3a & b), two
bis-cycloaurated cationic complexes 3c and 3d were produced. This was reflected
in an unexpected extra set of signals in the 1H NMR spectrum for each product,
and in the ESI-MS spectra where m/z values were obtained which indicated the
formation of these bis-cycloaurated ions. The impurities 3a and 3b may only be
present in small amounts, yet might still give intense ESI-MS signals. No further
attempts to characterise these complexes were made.
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Chapter 4: Synthesis and Characterisation of a Platinum
N-phenylanthranilate Complex
Note:
There are 2 sets of compound numbers; complex 4 discussed in Chapters 4-5 is
separate from compound 4 mentioned in the introduction.

4.1 Experimental
4.1.1

Synthesis of [Pt{OC(O)(C6H4)N(Ph)}(COD)] (4a)

Complex 4a was prepared using a similar procedure to the preparation of 2a.
Silver(I) oxide (1529.8 mg, excess) was added to a stirred mixture of [PtCl2(COD)]
(500.4 mg, 1.337 mmol) and N-phenylanthranilic acid (295.2 mg, 1.384 mmol) in
dichloromethane (30 mL), and the mixture was refluxed for 3.5 h giving a dark
green-yellow suspension. After cooling to room temperature the mixture was
filtered through glass fibre filter paper twice to remove any insoluble silver salts,
and the filter paper washed with dichloromethane (~2 mL) each time, giving a
brown-yellow solution which was rotary evaporated to ~5 mL. Petroleum spirits
(~95 mL) was added and the mixture allowed to crystallise overnight, giving
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green-yellow crystals which were filtered off, washed with petroleum spirits (5
mL) and dried under vacuum overnight to give 51% of 4a.

mp = 155-157°C (decomp.)
Found: C, 48.3; H, 4.2; N, 2.6%. C21H21NPtO2 requires C, 49.0; H, 4.1; N, 2.7%.
IR: ʋ(C=O) = 1616 cm-1(vs).
ESI-MS: (capillary exit voltage = 160 V) m/z 515.17 (25%, [M+H]+), calculated
m/z for C21H21NPtO2.H = 515.12.
NMR: Refer to Figure 4.2 for the atom numbering scheme of 4a.
1

H δ 8.26-5.90 (m, 9H, H12-H15 & H-22-H26), 5.42 (m, 2H, H5/H6, 2JPt-H = 54.3

Hz), 4.42 (m, 2H, H1/H2, 2JPt-H = 64.7 Hz), 2.70-2.56 (m, 4H, H3a, H4a, H7a &
H8a), 2.27-2.11 [m, 4H, H3b, H4b, H7b & H8b] ppm.
13

C-{1H} δ 166.2 (s, C9), 153.1 (s, C11), 150.2 (s, C21), 133.9 (s, C15), 131.5 (s,

C13), 130.0 (s, C22/C26), 129.7 (s, C23/C25), 126.1 (s, C24), 116.4 (s, C14),
116.1 (s, C12), 114.7 (s, C10), 98.4 [s, C5/C6A(trans N), 1JPt-C = 139.4 Hz], 93.7 [s,
C1/C2B(trans O), 1JPt-C = 197.6 Hz], 31.0 (s, C3/C8), 28.4 (s, C4/C7) ppm.

4.2 Results & Discussion
4.2.1

Syntheses

The reaction of [PtCl2(COD)] and N-phenylanthranilic acid in the presence of
silver(I) oxide refluxing in refluxing dichloromethane gives, in reasonable yield
and purity, complex 4a, the first known complex of this type. 4a is stable in air
and water, and crystallises as a very intense green-yellow coloured solid. This – in
contrast with the platinum hippurate complexes 2a-e, which are all colourless
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(excluding complex 2e, which is intense yellow due to the presence of ferrocene)
– suggests a highly delocalised conjugated system. It was therefore of interest to
determine the crystal structure of 4a, to determine if the entire metal-ligand
system is planar. Crystals have been obtained which are expected to be suitable
for X-ray structure determination, however the structure has not yet been
determined at the time of completion of this thesis.

As for complex 2a, complex 4a did not give a simple ESI mass spectrum. This is
once again interesting, as the majority of compounds containing carbonyl groups
are usually excellent candidates for mass spectrometry due to their easily
ionisable C=O moieties.[36] The reason for this is once again unknown, as similar
COD-containing platinum complexes have shown to have excellent ESI-MS
results.[28]

4.2.2

NMR Spectroscopic Characterisation

4.2.2.1 NMR Spectroscopic Characterisation of 4a

1

H NMR

The proton spectrum of complex 4a (Figure 4.1) shows a number of well-resolved
signals corresponding to the environments shown in Figure 4.2.
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*

Figure 4.1: The 1H NMR spectrum of complex 4a, showing signals corresponding to
phenyl groups and the COD moiety (* represents traces of CHCl3 in the CDCl3
solvent). The top left shows an expansion of the phenyl region (5.9-8.4 ppm).

The signals which can be assigned to the assorted proton and carbon environments
on Figure 4.2 are summarised in Table 4.1 at the end of this section.

Figure 4.2: The assorted proton and carbon environments in complex 4a, giving rise
to the signals seen in the 1H and 13C NMR spectra.
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As for complex 2a, the four COD methyne (CH) resonances are only seen as two
signals in the proton spectrum of 4a, since C1 and C2, C5 and C6 (and
accordingly H1 and H2, and H5 and H6) are rendered equivalent due to the COD
moiety being present in the gauche conformation it adopts upon coordination (as
seen in Figure 4.2). The two COD methyne signals are observed as multiplets at
5.42 and 4.42 ppm, and both exhibit broad shoulders from coupling to 195Pt (2JPt-H
= 54.3 Hz and 64.7 Hz, respectively). The nitrogen and oxygen atoms attached to
the platinum metal centre will exert differing trans-influences on the carbon
atoms trans to each of these, resulting in different coupling constants.[31]
Consequently, the signal at 4.42 ppm can be assigned as being trans to the Ptattached oxygen (i.e. assigned to H1/H2), as it has the larger 2JPt-H coupling
constant, which indicates it is attached to the carbon trans to the oxygen (at 93.8
ppm, from the HSQC). In contrast, the signal at 5.42 ppm corresponds to the
environment trans to the Pt-attached nitrogen (i.e. assigned to H5/H6) as it has the
lesser 2JPt-H coupling constant, which shows that it is attached to the carbon
environment trans to the nitrogen (at 98.4 ppm, from the HSQC). These
assignments are as anticipated, as the methyne protons trans to the metallacycle
oxygen would be expected to be further downfield.[33] The DFT-calculated
theoretical NMR shifts confirm these assignments, as they show two different
proton environments (which are averaged to allow for NMR spectroscopy
vibrational motion) that are 0.98 ppm apart (as shown by the red lines in
Figure 4.3). This is in good agreement with the observed NMR shifts, which are
exactly 1 ppm different. The H1/H2 signal is calculated to be at 4.20 ppm, which
is 0.22 ppm lower than that of the observed resonance, while the H5/H6 shift is
estimated to occur at 5.18 ppm (0.25 ppm lower than the observed chemical shift).
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*

Figure 4.3: An expansion of the COD CH (4-6 ppm) region of the 1H NMR spectrum
of complex 4a, showing the observed and DFT-calculated resonances (red lines) for
the COD methyne protons (* represents traces of CH2Cl2).

The eight COD methylene (CH2) protons are slightly more complicated to assign.
In the 1H spectrum for 4a (Figure 4.1), they appear as two complex multiplets
from 2.70-2.56 and 2.27-2.12 ppm. Due to the conformation of the COD moiety
(highlighted in Figure 4.2), the H3a and H8a, H3b and H8b, H4a and H7a, and
H4b and H7b protons of COD are rendered equivalent, giving only 4 signals for 8
protons. What makes the assignment of these even more difficult is that each
multiplet appears to correspond to two different proton environments, each on
different carbons, as seen in the HSQC experiment. Axial protons are generally
higher in chemical shift than equatorial protons,[32] which aids in assignment. A
selective 1D NOESY experiment was carried out on complex 4a. In this, one
signal becomes irradiated, and the proton signals closest to this are then seen as a
result of through-space correlations. When the CH signal at 5.42 is irradiated, the
initial correlation which appears is to the CH signal at 4.42 ppm (which shows
that is the most spatially close signal). It then shows correlations to the CH2
protons centred first at 2.63 and later at 2.22 ppm. This allows assignment for the
4a and 7a protons at 2.63 ppm and the 4b and 7b protons at 2.22 ppm, as these are
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the closest environments spatially to the H5/H6 signal at 5.42 ppm. Therefore, by
process of elimination the CH2 signals centred at 2.62 and 2.16 ppm can be
assigned to 3a/8a and 3b/8b, respectively.

There are two separate ring systems in complex 4a; a 5-proton phenyl ring
(attached to the nitrogen atom) with 2:2:1 proton intensities, and a 4-proton
aromatic spin system with single proton intensities. Presuming that there is free
rotation about the N-1-C21 bond which renders the C22 and C26 environments
identical, there are three proton environments which arise from the N-substituted
phenyl ring (assigned to H22/H26, H23/H25 and H24 on Figure 4.2). To initially
differentiate between the two ring systems, the relative proton intensities can be
used. Upon examination of the 1H spectrum for complex 4a, there is a triplet of
doublets at 7.42 ppm and a doublet of doublets at 7.03 ppm which have twice the
intensity of the rest of the phenyl signals, hence belong to the 5-proton phenyl
ring. The H22/H26 signal is expected to be a doublet of doublets, as it has 1
nearest neighbour and long-range coupling from the conjugated ring system, and
double the intensity for all phenyl signals except the H23/H25 signal. The highresolution NOESY spectrum (Figure 4.4) confirms assignment of the doublet of
doublets at 7.03 ppm as the H22/H26 proton signal, as it shows a strong
correlation from the signal at 7.03 ppm to the ring-substituted phenyl proton H12
at 5.91 ppm.
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Figure 4.4: The high-resolution NOESY spectrum of the phenyl (5.9-7.5) region of
complex 4a shows through-space correlations from the H12 signal at 5.91 ppm to the
H22/H26 signal at 7.03 ppm (shown by the red lines).

The triplet of doublets at 7.42 ppm can be assigned to the H23/H25 environment
due to its double intensity. A high-resolution COSY spectrum (Figure 4.5) of the
7-7.5 ppm region confirms this assignment, showing a strong 3J correlation from
the H22/H26 signal at 7.03 ppm to the triplet of doublets at 7.42 ppm. The same
COSY (Figure 4.5) also allows assignment of the single-intensity triplet of
doublets at 7.17 ppm as the H24 proton, as it shows correlations from both the
H23/H25 signal at 7.42 ppm (3J couplings) and the signal at 7.03 ppm (4J
couplings).
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Figure 4.5: The high-resolution COSY spectrum of the 7-7.5 ppm region of 4a shows
3 and 4-bond 1H-1H couplings. The green lines indicate 3J couplings between the
signals at 7.17 and 7.42 ppm, while the blue lines show 4J couplings between the
triplet at 7.17 and doublet at 7.03 ppm.

There are four non-equivalent proton signals that can be attributed to the ringsubstituted phenyl ring (consisting of protons H12 to H15). Both protons H12 and
H15 are seen as a doublet of doublets at 8.25 and 5.91 ppm, which is the expected
multiplicity of a proton with 1 nearest neighbour along with longer-range ring
coupling. Typically, an HMBC experiment would be used to distinguish between
H12 and H15 as it usually shows 2 and 3-bond couplings. However, the recorded
HMBC spectrum also showed some 4-bond couplings due to long-range coupling
through the conjugated ring system, so this could not be used to distinguish
between H12 and H15. A unique solution to this was to use a through-space
NOESY experiment (Appendix VI) to see if either signal showed correlations to
the N-substituted phenyl ring, hence allowing assignment of the signal in the H12
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environment. The high-resolution NOESY spectrum of 4a (Figure 4.4) shows a
correlation from the proton signal at 5.91 ppm to the phenyl ring H26 proton at
7.03 ppm, allowing assignment of the proton at 5.91 ppm as H12. Therefore, by
process of elimination the remaining doublet of doublets at 8.25 ppm can be
assigned as H15.

Figure 4.6: A high-resolution COSY spectrum of the phenyl region (5.9-8.5 ppm) of
complex 4a shows 3 and 4-bond 1H-1H correlations. For simplicity, correlation lines
have been omitted.

The remaining two environments in the 4-proton ring system (H13 and H14) are
seen as triplets of doublets at 6.95 and 6.93 ppm. The high-resolution COSY
spectrum of the phenyl region (5.9-8.5 ppm) of 4a (Figure 4.6) allows
differentiation between H13 and H14 by showing 3J and 4J couplings to the
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protons H12 and H15. Figure 4.6 shows a 3J coupling from the H12 proton at 5.91
ppm to the signal at 6.95 ppm as well as a 4J coupling from the H15 proton at 8.25
ppm, which allows assignment to the H13 environment. Similarly, a 3J coupling
from the H15 proton at 8.25 ppm to the signal at 6.63 ppm is seen, with an
additional 4J coupling from the H12 proton at 5.91 ppm, enabling assignment of
the H14 proton.

Table 4.1: The various proton and carbon signals assigned to each of the 1H and 13C
chemical environments for 4a.

Atoms

1

H chemical shift (ppm)

13

C chemical shift (ppm)

1, 2

4.42

93.8

3, 8

~2.62 (a), ~2.16 (b)

31.0

4, 7

~2.63 (a), ~2.22 (b)

28.4

5, 6

5.42

98.5

9

-

166.2

10

-

114.7

11

-

153.1

12

5.91

116.1

13

6.95

131.5

14

6.63

116.4

15

8.25

133.9

21

-

150.2

22, 26

7.03

130.0

23, 25

7.42

129.7

24

7.17

126.1
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13

C NMR

The

13

C NMR spectrum of complex 4a (Figure 4.7) gives a number of signals

corresponding to the 15 different NMR environments shown in Figure 4.2, and
these are assigned in Table 4.1.

*

Figure 4.7: The 13C NMR spectrum of complex 4a shows a number of signals which
correspond to the various carbon environments (* represents CDCl3). The top left
shows an expansion of the phenyl and carbonyl region (110-170 ppm).

The COD methyne (CH) resonances are observed at 98.4 and 93.8 ppm, and both
exhibit satellites from coupling to 195Pt (1JPt-C = 139.4 and 197.6 Hz, respectively).
These two signals correspond to either the C1/C2 or C5/C6 environments. The
NOESY spectrum (Appendix VI) shows a stronger through-space correlation
from the signal at 93.8 ppm to the nitrogen-attached phenyl ring signals at 7.03
and 7.42 ppm (in the H22/26 and H23/25 positions) than the signal at 94.8 does,
hence the signal at 93.8 ppm can be assigned to the C1/C2 environment.
Therefore by process of elimination, the resonance at 98.4 ppm can be assigned to
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the C5/C6 environment. The COD region of the HSQC spectrum (Figure 4.8)
confirms these assignments, as it shows that the signal at 98.4 is correlated to the
H5/H6 proton signal at 5.42 ppm, while the signal at 93.8 ppm shows correlations
to the proton signal at H1/H2 resonance at 4.42 ppm.

Figure 4.8: The COD region of the HSQC spectrum of complex 4a, showing 13C-1H
correlations (using red lines) between the COD carbons and protons.

The COD CH2 signals appear at 31.0 and 28.4 ppm. The HSQC of the COD
region (Figure 4.8) indicates that the 31.0 signal shows coupling to the proton
signals at ~2.62 and ~2.16 ppm, while the resonance at 28.4 ppm shows
correlations to the proton signals at ~2.63 and ~2.22 ppm. The H2BC spectrum of
complex 4a enables assignment of each COD methylene, as it displays 2-bond
13

C-1H couplings from the previously assigned COD CH carbons. The COD

section of the H2BC spectrum of complex 4a (Figure 4.9) shows a 2-bond
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coupling from the C1/C2 proton at 4.42 ppm to the carbon at 31.0 ppm, hence this
can be assigned as the C3/C8 environment. Similarly, Figure 4.9 displays a 2bond coupling from the C5/C6 proton at 5.42 ppm to the carbon at 28.4 ppm,
enabling assignment of this carbon as the C4/C7 environment.

Figure 4.9: The H2BC spectrum of the COD region of complex 4a shows 2-bond 13C1
H couplings between the COD methyne and methylenes, allowing assignment of the
two CH2 carbons.

The HMBC experiment confirms that, as for complex 2a, the symmetry adopted
by the COD moiety is that of the left conformer in Figure 2.10. The HMBC of the
COD CH region of complex 4a (Figure 4.10) shows not only residual 1J couplings
from the C1/C2 and C5/C6 carbons at 98.4 and 31.0 ppm to the protons at 5.42
and 4.42 ppm (respectively), but also displays 2-bond

13

C-1H correlations from

each carbon resonance to an olefinic proton of the same chemical shift. This
verifies that the COD moiety of complex 4a adopts the left hand symmetrical
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conformer in Figure 2.10, and that C1 and C2; C5 and C6; C3 and C8, and C4 and
C7 are all chemically equivalent.

1

J
coupled

Figure 4.10: The COD CH region of the HMBC spectrum of complex 4a shows both
residual 1J and 2J couplings, confirming the symmetrical conformation the COD
moiety adapts in the complex.

Assuming that there is free rotation about the N1-C21 bond which makes the C22
and C26 environments equivalent, there are four 13C environments in the nitrogenattached phenyl ring (C22/C26, C23/C25, C24 and quaternary carbon C21). The
phenyl region of the HSQC spectrum (Figure 4.11) proved very useful in
assigning the remaining protonated carbons in complex 4a. Figure 4.11 allows
identification of the carbon signals at 130.0, 129.7 and 126.1 ppm as the
environments C22/C26, C23/C25 and C24 (as they are attached to H22/H26 at
7.03 ppm, H23/H25 at 7.42 ppm and H24 at 7.17 ppm, respectively).
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Figure 4.11: The phenyl region of the HSQC NMR spectrum of complex 4a, showing
13
C-1H correlations which allow assignment of protonated phenyl carbons.

The remaining quaternary carbons can all be assigned using chemical shift and an
HMBC experiment. Due to its chemical shift, the carbonyl in the C9 position is
expected to be the quaternary carbon with the highest ppm (166.2 ppm). The
phenyl region of the HMBC spectrum (Figure 4.12) confirms this assignment as it
shows a strong 3J coupling from the carbon at 166.2 ppm to the H15 proton at
8.25 ppm, a slightly weaker 4J coupling to the H12 proton at 5.91 ppm and a very
weak 4J coupling to the H14 proton at 6.63 ppm. The H2BC spectrum further
substantiates this assignment, as it shows no 2-bond
signal at 166.2 ppm (as expected).
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Figure 4.12: The phenyl region of the HMBC spectrum of complex 4a shows longrange 13C-1H couplings, and is particularly useful in assigning the quaternary
carbons.

In aromatic systems, 3-bond

13

C-1H couplings in long-range heteronuclear

experiments tend to be stronger than 2-bond correlations. The quaternary carbon
at 150.2 ppm shows a strong 3J coupling to the H23/H25 proton signal at 7.42
ppm, as well as a weak 2-bond coupling to the H22/H26 proton signal at 7.03 ppm
and an even weaker 4J correlation to the H24 resonance at 7.17 ppm. This enables
assignment of the quaternary carbon at 150.2 ppm to the C21 environment.

Commonly, the chemical shift of a carbon neighbouring a carbonyl group (such as
C10) is lower than for a standard quaternary carbon in a ring system, while that of
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a carbon two positions from a carbonyl (for example, C11) is higher. This
suggests that the carbon at 114.7 ppm arises from the C10 environment, while the
signal at 153.1 ppm may be the C11 carbon. The HMBC spectrum (Figure 4.12)
confirms these assignments. It shows a strong 3J coupling from the carbon at
114.7 ppm to the H14 proton at 6.63 ppm, and an additional relatively strong 3bond correlation to the H12 signal at 5.91 ppm. Similarly, the spectrum shows a
strong 3-bond coupling from the carbon at 153.1 ppm to the H14 resonance at
6.95 ppm and another strong 3J correlation to the H15 proton signal at 8.25 ppm.
Hence the quaternary carbons at 114.7 and 153.1 ppm can be assigned as the C10
and C11 environments, respectively.

4.2.3

IR Spectral Analysis

The IR spectra of complex 4a and its parent acid differ to that of 2a significantly.
The parent material N-phenylanthranilic acid 124 has a very strong C=O stretch at
1660 cm-1, as well as a very strong C-N stretch at 1263 cm-1. These decrease to
1616 cm-1 and increase to 1338 cm-1 respectively upon coordination to the
platinum(II) metal centre to form complex 4a. The 1500-1700 cm-1 region is of
particular interest, as it shows the key changes in peaks following reaction of the
parent acid to form the complex. This is highlighted in Figure 4.13, and a
comparison in assigned frequencies between the two outlined in Table 4.2. DFT
calculations were carried out to calculate vibrations for both N-phenylanthranilic
acid and complex 4a, which aided the assignment of peaks in the spectra.
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Figure 4.13: The IR spectra of (a) N-phenylanthranilic acid and (b) complex 4a,
illustrating the changes in vibrations in the 1500-1700 cm-1 region.

Table 4.2: Selected IR absorptions obtained for starting material Nphenylanthranilic acid and complex 4a

Compound
N-phenylanthranilic acid
4a

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Assignment

1660

C=O stretch

1590 & 1577

C=C stretch (asym.)

1616

C=O stretch

1587

C=C stretch
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4.3 Conclusion
A platinum(II) complex containing a 6-membered ring which utilises the N,Odonor ligand N-phenylanthranilic acid has been successfully synthesised and
characterised. This extends the range of N,O-donor ligands that can be
successfully coordinated to a platinum(II) metal centre, using silver(I) oxide as a
mediator for the reaction. A variety of 1D and 2D NMR techniques have been
used to provide full spectral assignment. The crystal structure for this has not yet
been acquired, although crystals expected to be suitable for X-ray determination
have been grown. Like the platinum-hippurate complex 2a, the presence of the
labile COD moiety suggests that a range of phosphine-substituted derivatives
should be easily produced via straightforward ligand substitution reactions.
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Chapter 5: Further Recommendations
5.1 Experimental Recommendations
It is of interest to determine the crystal structures of complexes 2b-e and
particularly 4a (to investigate its planarity), as only one crystal structure for
complex 2a was determined in the duration of this thesis due to time constraints.

Biological testing has not yet been carried out on any of the novel complexes (2ae and 4a), as biological testing facilities were unavailable during the period of this
project. Biological testing would be of interest in future, as platinum(II)
complexes have attracted much attention as probable anti-cancer agents since
1969.[1]

Future research of this type should focus on investigating more N,O-donor ligands,
with both 5 and 6-membered ring systems. It would be relevant to attempt to
coordinate existing and new dianionic N,O-donor ligands to other precious metal
centres such as gold, ruthenium and rhodium. Although attempts to coordinate
two N,O-donor ligands to a gold(III) metal centre did not work in this thesis,
attempts using new ligands (or the same, under different conditions) may be
successful.

5.2 Theoretical Recommendations
Because this was a primarily synthetic thesis, there were limited opportunities to
do a thorough investigation as to the most accurate level of theory possible for the
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DFT-calculations.

Therefore,

any

discrepancy

between

theoretical

and

experimental results may be due to this. However, a sensible method and basis set
was chosen for each calculation based on the literature and previous work carried
out on similar complexes. It would be preferable to carry out a more thorough
basis set for future work. Some calculations were attempted using the more
accurate aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, but convergence issues were encountered, which
may have been resolved with more time.
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Appendix I
General Experimental and Theoretical Procedures
All reactions were carried out without attempts to exclude light or air.
[PtCl2(COD)],[3] dppe,[41] PTA,[42] dppf,[43] 2-anpAuCl2,[44] and 2-bpAuCl2[45] were
prepared using literature methodology. Silver(I) oxide (BDH), hippuric acid
(Sigma), filter aid (Ajax), triphenylphosphine (BDH) and N-phenylanthranilic
acid (BDH) were used as supplied. All solvents were drum grade, with the
exception of dichloromethane, which was passed through a solvent purification
system to remove water, air and stabilisers.

All 1D and 2D nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra (1H, 13C & 31P, COSY,
NOESY, DEPT, HSQC, HMBC and H2BC) were recorded on a Bruker AVIII400 spectrometer in CDCl3 or DMSO (as specified in-text) using BBI or BBFO
probes, depending on the nucleus of the sample. NMR spectra were referenced to
tetramethylsilane at 300K. Standard Bruker supplied pulse programmes were used
for each experiment, with parameters including spectral window, number of
increments, pulse angle and repetition rate altered as appropriate for each specific
sample.

Infra-red (IR) spectra were recorded as KBr discs on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum
100 FT-IR spectrometer.

Electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was performed on a Bruker
MicroTOF mass spectrometer, with acquisition in methanol using the positive ion
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mode. Calibration was carried out before each set of analyses using sodium
formate in positive ion mode.

Elemental analyses were completed in duplicate by the University of Otago
Microanalytical Laboratory (Chemistry Department). Melting points were
recorded as finely ground samples in capillary tubes on a Buchi M-560 Melting
Point instrument.

Unit cell dimensions and reflection data for 2a were collected at the University of
Waikato on an Agilent supernova diffractometer. Empirical absorption corrections
were made using spherical harmonics. The structure was solved by direct methods
and routine development and refinement was used. Refinement was based on F2,
and all hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions. The SHELXS-97 and
SHELXL-97 programs were used with the latter for refinement.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were completed using Gaussian
09.[46] Unless specified, all calculations were completed using the B3LYP
functional and the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set for all atoms excluding Pt and Au.
For Pt and Au, the LANL2DZ basis set and effective core potential was used
instead. Geometry optimisations were completed for all compounds. For
compounds that NMR shifts were calculated for, geometry optimisations were
also carried out using chloroform as the solvent (unless otherwise specified).
NMR chemical shifts were calculated using the GIAO approach with TMS as a
reference. The geometrical optimization and NMR chemical shifts of 2e were
calculated using DMSO as the solvent. The structure of 2e was reoptimized with
the smaller 6-31G(d) basis set to allow harmonic frequencies to also be calculated.
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Appendix II

The DEPT135 NMR spectrum of complex 2a shows the ring methylene signal and
the COD CH2 signals as negative, with the CH and CH3 signals shown as positive.
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Appendix III

The COSY spectrum of 2a showing correlations from alkene protons to methylene
protons. Correlations from the proton at alkene proton at 6.51 ppm to the
methylene protons at ~2.72 and ~2.42 ppm are shown in orange, while correlations
from the alkene proton at 5.43 to the methylene protons at ~2.60 and ~2.28 ppm are
shown in purple. Correlation lines are drawn directly from alkene to methylene for
clarity.
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Appendix IV

The HMBC spectrum of complex 2a showing correlations from the nitrogenattached carbonyl at 176.6 ppm to the aromatic protons. The spectrum also shows a
lack of 2J coupling from the carbon at 28.2 ppm to a proton attached to a carbon of
the same chemical shift, confirming the symmetry of 2a as the left conformer in
Figure 2.10.
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Appendix V

The HMBC spectrum of the carbonyl and aromatic 13C region of complex 2e. The
metallacycle carbonyl at 182.1 ppm shows no long-range couplings to the aromatic
protons as it is too far away.
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Appendix VI

The NOESY spectrum of complex 4a, showing through-space 1H-1H correlations.
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